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1.  Abstract 

Information and Communication Technologies for Development (ICT4D) can aid development where 
information and connectivity are the missing components. Several developing world problems like lack 
of natural resources, poverty, corruption etc. could be helped through ICT based solutions. ICT4D 
techniques can lead to better management of available resources, improved monitoring & reporting of 
corruption and more connectivity among people. To achieve impact at a massive scale such solutions 
need to be robust enough to reach the target masses using available means with minimum resource 
expenditures. However, traditional means of communication prove ineffective in reaching low-literate, 
non-affluent masses. One viable option is speech over simple phones that are gaining an increasingly 
high penetration in most developing regions. Past research reveals another challenge that low-literate 
people have trouble using even simple telephone-based dialog systems and typically need explicit 
training. As a result such services are restricted to a moderate number of beneficiaries due to the non-
scalability of user training. 

The goal of my research is to enable dissemination of speech-based, development-related information 
and communication services to low-literate telephone users throughout the developing world; without 
the benefit of explicit user training. My work shows that speech-based simple entertainment services 
can be used as powerful motivators to induce self-training and viral spread among low-literate masses. 
Such services can further be used as vehicles for delivering core development services and as 
experimental test-beds for performing randomized controlled trials and demographic studies. 
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2.  Motivation and Introduction 

ICT4D 
Information and Communication Technologies for Development (ICT4D) can aid development where 
information and connectivity are the missing components. Several developing world problems like lack 
of natural resources, poverty, corruption etc. can be helped through ICT based solutions if not 
completely alleviated. ICT4D techniques can lead to better management of available resources, 
improved monitoring & reporting of corruption and more connectivity among people. Based on a Web 
2.0 like ideology, a problem is only big as long as the solutions are limited. Feeding a million hungry 
children is less of a problem if there are a million hands to feed them. To achieve impact at such a large 
scale the solutions should be robust enough to reach the target masses using available means with 
minimum resource expenditures. 

Our Vision 
The ultimate goal of our research is to be able to disseminate speech-based, development-related 
information and communication services to low-literate telephone users throughout the developing 
world. Such services may include:  

 Facilitating an efficient marketplace (speech-based Craig's List)  

 Finding and communicating with others who share a common interest and facilitating social and 
political activism (speech-based message boards and blogs) 

 Expressing opinions and making them broadly accessible to others (speech-based blogging and 
tweeting)  

 Sending/receiving group messages (speech-based mailing lists)  

 Broadcasting and receiving announcements in emergencies  

 Citizen journalism  

 Access to all kinds of information that can aid socio-economic development of the poor and 
marginalized e.g. education/training/employment opportunities, health, agriculture etc.  

All of these services are already available to the affluent people via the web, and some of them are also 
available to non-affluent but literate people via SMS. Very few such services are currently available to 
the low-literate.  

Challenges 
The conditions specific to low-literate, non-affluent users make them hard-to-reach using traditional 
means of communication. Television and radio are non-interactive; print-media is not suitable as it 
assumes literacy; computers are both unaffordable and unusable because the target users are often not 
skilled enough to operate them. In addition, stable electricity and internet connectivity could not be 
relied upon. Hence, mobile phones may be our only remaining option that fortunately has a high 
penetration in most of the developing countries. Even in case of mobile phones, we still cannot rely on 
the availability of smart phones (or the technical know-how of users to use them); SMS-based 
interactions also require some literacy; hence we are left with speech over simple phones as a viable 
option. This option demands no more than the capability to make and receive a voice call from a user. 
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Most ICTD projects already use innovative techniques like speech-based or graphical interactions over 
mobile phones to reach the low-literate and tech-shy and try to come up with design interfaces suitable 
for such users. Despite all that, such projects still typically require explicit user training (e.g. Health Line 
([30], [31]), Avaaj Otalo [20]) and as a result are restricted to a moderate number of users. To be able to 
provide a speech service to low-literate users they must first be taught how to use speech interfaces. 
And to reach the masses there should be a way to advertise and promote the intended services. Above 
all, this needs to be done without the benefit of explicit user training and traditional advertisement 
mechanisms.  

One Possible Solution: Viral Entertainment 
In 2010, Smyth et al. [32] described the remarkable ingenuity exhibited by low-literate users when they 
are motivated by the desire to be entertained, and concluded that such powerful motivation “turns UI 
(user interface) barriers into mere speed bumps” (ibid). Inspired by this powerful demonstration, we set 
out to systematically develop practices for entertainment-driven mass familiarization and training of 
low-literate users in the use of telephone-based services. We aim to introduce and popularize speech 
interfaces among low-literate users to serve as a delivery vehicle for core development services. We 
envision speech-based viral entertainment as an ongoing component of a telephone-based offering, 
drawing people into the service, where they can periodically be introduced to the more core-
development oriented services listed above. In addition, a speech-based entertainment service can have 
its own intrinsic development value by directly addressing the universal human need for entertainment. 
We need to balance various aspects of the entertainment to make it suitable for the target audience in 
line with our goals. 

Research Questions 
The following research questions have been driving our research: 

1. Viral Entertainment: Can we find a simple-to-understand, non-controversial, quick-to-engage-and-
spread form of entertainment that is suitable for low-literate telephone users formerly 
inexperienced with automated dialog systems? 
 

2. Introduction and popularization of speech interfaces using viral entertainment: Is it possible to 
virally spread awareness of speech-based services in a largely low-literate population, using 
entertainment as a motivation? Can people be educated to appreciate the need for such services in 
their lives and motivated to train themselves? 
 

3. Entertainment as a “hook” or delivery vehicle for core development services: Is it possible to use 
entertainment as a viral conduit to disseminate core development related services to low-literate 
masses? 
 

4. An Experimental test-bed: Can we use the virally spreading entertainment service as an 
experimental test-bed for performing randomized controlled trials and demographic studies? 
 

5. Reproducibility: Can our setup and results be reproduced in the same or (geographically, culturally 
and linguistically) different locations? 
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Summary of Progress 

Viral Entertainment to Introduce and Popularize Speech Services 

To answer the first two research questions we started by developing a system called SongLine (describe 
in chapter: Cultural Appropriateness). Songline was a telephone-based, voice-based application that 
allowed users to listen to songs recorded by others, as well as to record their own songs and to forward 
them to friends. We developed it as part of our exploratory study in Pakistan and adapted it in response 
to user feedback. Soon, however, we learned through focus groups and informal discussions that a song 
and music based system was being considered controversial and its broadcast nature, a breach of 
privacy, by a large fraction of our target audience.  

Our next step (as described in [26] and the chapter: Pilot) was to develop a simple telephone-based, 
voice-based entertainment service, called Polly, that allowed any caller to record a short message, 
choose from several entertaining voice manipulations, and forward the manipulated recording to their 
friends. The theme of light entertainment using funny modifications of a voice recording is both non-
controversial and easy to understand (as we also confirmed later by analysis of user feedback). 
Recorded content in Polly is only available to the sender and intended recipients, in contrast to Songline 
where it was available to any caller. 

In 2011, we introduced Polly among a handful of low-skilled office workers in Lahore, Pakistan. In 3 
weeks Polly spread to 2,032 users and logged 10,629 interactions before we shut it down due to 
insufficient telephone capacity and unsustainable cellular airtime cost. From analyzing the traffic and its 
content, it was evident that Polly had been used extensively for entertainment and social contact, but it 
had also been put to an unintended use as a voicemail and group messaging facility. This demonstrated 
the potential for speech based services, and the pent-up demand for entertainment, among our target 
population. Also of note, Polly’s viral spread crossed gender and age boundaries and even established 
itself in a female population. However, it appears to have not crossed socioeconomic boundaries. 

Entertainment as a Delivery Vehicle and Experimental Test-Bed 

Following the success of the pilot, we wanted to know if a system like Polly could scale to a larger 
audience and also spread other development related services. We set the following experimental goals 
to attempt to answer the next two research questions and the question of reproducibility in the same 
environment: 

1. Determine whether a system like Polly can be employed to engage and support a large user base, 
for an extended period of time, while at the same time becoming cost efficient.  

2. Attempt to add a development-focused service (‘payload’) to Polly’s offering. 
3. Use Polly as an experimental test bed to answer the following questions: 

a. How do usage patterns change with respect to gender, age, socio-economic status (SES), 
experience with the system, and cost to user? 

b. Spread vs. Cost: how to spread Polly as widely as possible at the smallest possible cost? 

In [27] (and the chapter: Large Scale Deployment) we report the first large-scale sustained deployment 
of Polly. Re-launched in Pakistan in May 2012 with a 30 telephone line capacity, in five months Polly 
spread to 85,000 users, engaging them in 495,000 interactions, and was continuing its spread to 1,000 
new people every day. One major addition to this re-launch was a voice based job search service for 
low-skilled workers. In its first five months, the job service attracted over 27,000 people, who in turn 
listened over 279,000 times to job ads and forwarded them over 22,000 times to their friends.  
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This version of Polly remained online for a whole year (see details in chapter: Large Scale Deployment) 
that allowed us enough time to conduct several experiments and randomized controlled trials regarding 
cost and spread. We also analyzed the traffic, demographics, geographical spread and message 
contents. The speech data gathered was used to study some of the demographics of the target users like 
gender and language. Follow-up surveys (manual) were conducted to gather information about the 
socio-economic status, age and educational background of selected users. We found that Polly was used 
mostly by uneducated young men (as well as some mid- and high-SES users). For most, interest declines 
within ~4 days however there are a non-negligible number of long-term users. We found most of the 
users to be very sensitive to airtime cost. We also collected a large dataset of social interactions 
consisting of detailed call logs and audio recordings. Some of it is already being analyzed by our 
collaborators. 

Reproducibility in a Different Environment 

To answer the question of reproducibility in a different environment and to track employment 
outcomes, we teamed up with Babajob in India to launch Polly from Bangalore. This version of Polly, 
deployed in July 2013, supports voice prompts in Hindi and Kannada. Over the last three months Polly 
has been receiving steady traffic but it has not become viral yet. The focus of our efforts is to analyze 
the data being gathered from India and to find out the possible reasons behind the lack of viral spread. 
So far we have tested several seeding techniques (how new users are introduced to Polly); various 
languages and dialects of Polly’s voice prompts (we have tested Kannada, Hindi spoken by a North 
Indian speaker and Hindi spoken by an Urdu speaker); addition of a voice-based phone directory to 
make phone number entry easier; collaboration with on-ground research groups to be able to test the 
system more extensively. We believe the lack of virality in India could either be due to some flaw in the 
interface that we are not aware of, or due to some cultural/sociological difference between the Indian 
and Pakistani communities. We are focusing both on coming up with experiments to test our 
hypotheses regarding non-virality as well as to keep trying to make Polly viral in India. 

Additional Features and Outcomes 

Data Gathered through Polly 

The launch of Polly is Pakistan resulted in a large and detailed dataset of user interactions. We have 
started analyzing this dataset ourselves (see chapter: Behavior Analysis of the Users of Polly) and with 
the help of our research collaborators (see chapter: Network Analysis of Polly (Collaborative Work)). In 
addition, we have a huge (anonymous) database of recorded calls and voice messages in various 
languages and dialects from all over Pakistan that can be usefully employed. 

Real-time Monitoring and Analysis (see Appendix-A) 

Various types of information are required on the go while Polly is in operation, to monitor its smooth 
operation and to analyze its spread and distribution. Some of the key pieces of information provided by 
the monitoring system are as follows: 

 Real-time operational statistics to get the pulse of the system e.g. lengths of scheduler queues; 
available memory and telephone capacity; system responsiveness; call-back and delivery 
latency.  

 Temporal (by date and time of day) and geographic distribution of Polly’s traffic and system 
activity. 

 Analysis and tracking of spread e.g. message delivery graphs; trees of who-introduced-whom to 
Polly (to link seeding to spread); user retention. 
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 Flow analysis of the dialog tree to find out the fraction of users who reach particular points in 
the tree. This helps in tracking user preferences and detecting interface hurdles. 

 Analysis of user feedback, scheduled voice messages and access to complete call recordings. 

In addition the monitoring & diagnostics system also: 

 Raises real-time SMS and email-based alerts about operational problems and bugs, 

 Automatically archives, backs up, summarizes and emails various types of data on regular basis, 

 Auto-detects and recovers from certain problems by restarting the telephony and web servers, 

 Helps is manual diagnostics of errors and allows quick-fixing several known problems. 

Quick Launch in Developing Regions (see Appendix-B) 

Polly’s initial Pilot was launched in Pakistan remotely from the US. Since then we have been using this 
technique as a quick way to do proof-of-concept in remote locations. As Polly is originally based on 
Voxeo’s Tropo platform, it can be hosted directly from tropo’s servers in US. In this case, Polly receives 
the call-me-back requests (via “missed calls”) from the users through a local phone number in the target 
country. These phone numbers are forwarded to Polly via http requests. Polly then calls the users back 
directly from US. The main advantage of this mechanism is the ease of deployment. Only a phone 
number capable of receiving and forwarding call-me-back requests is needed on ground while 
everything else can be done remotely. The main disadvantage is airtime cost, which is generally much 
higher in this case as compared to a completely local deployment. In summary, all that is required to 
pilot launch Polly in a new region (using a new language) is: 

1. Translate and record around 70 voice prompts into the target language. 
2. Arrange a local phone number capable of receiving missed calls and forwarding these as web-

requests to Polly.  
3. A mechanism to send SMS to the users (if international SMS is not supported). 

Multiplatform Support (see Appendix-C) 

As mentioned earlier, Polly was originally developed in PHP for the tropo platform. As tropo is not open-
source and involves commercial licenses for telephony ports, we have also made Polly available over 
FreeSwitch, which is a popular open source telephony platform. This is enabled through a PHP-LUA 
(Freeswitch) translation library. Both versions of Polly share the same code-base. 

Bigger Impact (see chapter: Future Plans: Impact and Long-Term Sustainability) 

Recently Polly has been funded by GIZ to act as a platform for connecting disabled people in Pakistan 
with employment and skill-training opportunities. Polly is required to act as an information 
dissemination and survey tool where it reaches the target audience through selective seeding and 
referrals; interviews people to gather their qualifications and interests; allows organizations to post job 
and skill-training openings with a special focus on jobs and training opportunities for the disabled; and 
connects people with opportunities appropriately. 
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3.  Related Work 

Viral Spread & Technological Solutions for Development  
Several attempts to design user interfaces for low-literate users have been reported in the literature. 
Plauché et al [22] deployed information kiosks in community centers across six rural sites in Tamil Nadu, 
India to disseminate agricultural information to farmers. The kiosks allowed multimodal input (speech 
and touch screen) and output (speech and display). The reported study involved around 50 participants. 
Various forms of user training were employed, including short training sessions and group sessions. Low-
literate users exhibited a mixed preference towards speech vs. touch screen input. The speech data 
gathered during spoken interactions was used to semi-automatically train acoustic models for each 
village for the ASR used in these kiosks [23]. In Warana Unwired [33], PC based kiosks used for 
distributing agricultural information to sugarcane farmers were replaced by mobile phones. The 
information was transferred to the farmers using SMS. Medhi et al [13] compare textual and non-textual 
interfaces for applications like digital maps and job search systems for low-literate users. The study was 
conducted in three slums of Bangalore, and highlighted the importance of consistent help options in the 
interface. It also confirmed that abstracted non-textual and voice based systems are preferred by low-
literate users over textual one. 

Most of the work done to date in providing speech-based communication services to low-literate users 
relied on explicit user training. In Project HealthLine ([30], [31]) the target audience was low-literate 
community health workers in rural Sindh province, Pakistan. The goal was to provide telephone-based 
access to reliable spoken health information, and the speech interface performed well once the health 
workers were trained to use it via human-guided tutorials. This project also highlighted the challenges in 
eliciting informative feedback from low-literate users. 

Avaaj Otalo [20] is another successful example of a speech interface serving low literate users, in this 
case farmers. The 51 users of the system were shown how to use Avaaj Otalo before its launch. This 
telephone based system was pilot-launched in Gujarat, India and offered three services: an open forum 
where users could post and answer questions, a top down announcement board, and a radio archive 
that allowed users to listen to previously broadcast radio program episodes. The most popular service 
turned out to be the open forum, constituting 60% of the total traffic, and users found interesting 
unintended uses for it like business consulting and advertisement.  

Patel et al. [18] recently identified three major factors enabling peer-to-peer services in the context of 
developing countries: access cost, subject matter or type of exchange and the influence of the 
administering institution. While subject matter builds the main perception about the service among 
users, moderation and encouragement can play a vital role in improving and refining the details of peer-
to-peer interactions. In a follow up study, Patel et al. [21] compared the influence of peer-generated vs. 
institutional authority-generated content on farmers. In a two week trial, seven agricultural tips were 
disseminated to 305 farmers in Gujarat, India. Each tip was recorded in the voices of university scientists 
and farmers. Based on the number of follow up calls to listen to the remainder of the tip, it was 
concluded. The study showed that farmers preferred to hear agricultural tips in the voice of their peers; 
even though in interviews they maintained their more socially acceptable inclination towards scientists. 

Voice-based media has also been shown to promote social inclusion among underserved communities. 
Mudliar et al. [15] examined participation via citizen journalism by rural communities in India using 
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CGNet Swara, an interactive voice forum. It enabled users to record and listen to messages of local 
interest and became popular among the target audience. Koradia et al. [10] involved listeners in voice 
content creation, feedback and station management via community radio, and showed that it can also 
be used to provide ICT solutions in the developing world. They highlighted the need to prioritize 
hardware stability over cost, diagnostic tools and remote technical assistance to solve most of the 
equipment related problems. Wyche et al, in their empirical study of professionals living in Nairobi, 
Kenya [35], highlight factors to guide ICT work in infrastructure poor settings with an emphasis on 
collective consideration: limited bandwidth; high access cost; varying perceptions of responsiveness and 
threats to physical and virtual security. 

When dealing with a large user base, explicit training is not feasible. One alternative is to rely on 
learning from peers and on viral spread. To achieve virality, Baker [1] suggests (albeit in the context of 
literate users and web-based services) maximizing the product of (1) Install Rate (Percentage of invited 
users who install the applications); (2) Invite Sending Rate (percentage of users who invite at least one 
friend); and (3) Average Invites (average number of invites sent per user). A successful example of 
cellphone based (though not speech-based) viral spread is SMS-all [4], a group text-messaging service in 
Pakistan. Users can also create new access-controlled groups and join already existing ones. As of last 
report [4] the service has over 2 million users and four hundred thousand groups, and more than 3 
billion messages have been sent out. People use this service to share information and discuss hobbies 
and other interests. However, the use of text assumes a level of literacy which is not common in our 
target population. 

An important question in developing speech based telephone interfaces is the preferred input mode: 
speech vs. DTMF (push button). Project HealthLine ([29], [30] and [31]) found that speech input 
performed better than DTMF in terms of task completion, for both literate and low literate users. 
However, it provided no clear answer in terms of subjective user preference. In fact, [30] found that low 
literate users preferred DTMF input over speech input, although they performed better on average with 
the latter. User studies conducted in Botswana by Sharma et al [28] with HIV health information systems 
for the semi and low literate populations also suggest user preference towards touchtone over speech 
while both systems perform comparably. In contrast, [20] and [19] (which were conducted in a 
controlled environment) both report that DTMF and numerical input perform better than speech in 
terms of task completion and performance improvement. Patel et al [19] also report the problem of 
transitioning between DTMF and speaking as a major challenge. But overall, the study suggests that 
numerical input is more intuitive and reliable than speech. It seems from both of these reports that 
DTMF may be a better choice if user perception is vital for system adoption, especially in a situation 
where training and tutorials cannot be relied on. 

Speech based input presents another major hurdle when dealing with the languages of the developing 
world: lack of local linguistic resources and expertise for training a speech recognizer. This is especially 
true in regions of great linguistic diversity as is the case in Pakistan, where even neighboring villages may 
speak different languages or dialects. However, for applications or services requiring only a small input 
vocabulary, the Salaam method [24] can be used, as it provides high recognition accuracy in any 
language for up to several dozen words. 

User Behavior Analysis 
User behavior in IVR systems in the developing world was studied in Project Gurgaon Idol [11], a 
telephone-based singing competition. In this project, over 80 participants were trained to use the IVR 
system to record singing by four methods: training over radio, repeated calls, over the phone and in-
person handholding. No significant differences were found between repeated calls and a single call in 
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terms of task completion rate, while the in-person handholding, which costs more, significantly 
improved task completion rate. [16] studied the time-of-day periods when 51 users call a self-reporting 
system of tobacco and alcohol consumption. In project Avaaj Otalo [20], 51 small-scale farmers joined 
an interactive voice application. There was no evidence of error prevalence decreasing with user 
experience.  

More broadly, behavior analysis has wide application in real life. User segmentation, for example, has 
been an area of research with applications such as behavioral targeting ([17], [14], [7]), and detecting 
social spammers [12]. Jeon et, al [9] performed cellphone user segmentation by analyzing smart phone 
logs. Three types of users were proposed: communicative-use type, entertainment-use type and 
restricted-use type. Ozer [17] proposed fuzzy clustering method to classify users with different goals in 
an online music service. 
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4.  Cultural Appropriateness 

Chapter Abstract 
This chapter describes our initial efforts to find a simple-to-understand, non-controversial, quick-to-
engage-and-spread form of entertainment that is suitable for low-literate telephone users formerly 
inexperienced with automated dialog systems. The goal was to use such an entertainment form to 
virally spread awareness of speech-based services in a largely low-literate population and to find out if it 
is possible to educate people to appreciate the need for such services in their lives and motivate them to 
get themselves trained. When we developed our first entertainment application called SongLine, a song 
recording and sharing system, we found it to be culturally inappropriate and unattractive for our target 
users. On the basis of user feedback and in consultation with a professor of psychology and human 
behavior in a Pakistani university, we developed Polly, a voice manipulation and forwarding system. 
Polly was appreciated by our target group. 

Songline: A Song Recording and Forwarding Application 
Songline is a telephone-based, voice-based application which allows users to listen to songs recorded by 
others, as well as to record their own songs and to forward them to friends. 

We developed Songline as part of our exploratory study in Pakistan and adapted it in response to user 
feedback. We implemented it using the Tropo speech and telephony platform [2] due to its reliability, 
ease of development and free online hosting service. Songline employs spoken prompts (in Urdu and 
English) for output and DTMF (push button) for input. 

To promote Songline to low-literate, low-income people, we kept it free to the user via a “missed call” 
mechanism: a user calls Songline, hears a busy tone, and hangs up. The system then immediately calls 
the user back (incoming calls are free in Pakistan). The “missed call” mechanism is already familiar to 
telephone users in Pakistan and most other developing countries. 

User Interface 

When Songline returns a user’s missed call, it offers them to either record a new song or listen to 
already recorded ones. Songs can be browsed by most-popular or most-recent, and the user can skip, 
listen, and vote for them. To record a song, the user is given up to 30 seconds to sing, but they can end 
earlier by pressing a button. The user may also enter phone number(s) of explicit recipients -- friends to 
whom their recorded song will be actively forwarded. In this case they may also record a brief 
introduction. Songline then calls the explicit recipient on behalf of the sender and plays them the 
sender’s introduction followed by their recorded song. The recipient may choose to reply with a song, 
record their own song, or browse all the songs in the system. 

All actions in Songline require explicit user confirmation. 

User Feedback and Lessons Learned 

We conducted focus groups in Lahore to gather feedback on Songline. The 10 participants, in two focus 
groups, were office workers at a local university, with eight years of formal education. Participants were 
first given a brief explanation of what Songline can be used for, then were observed interacting with 
Songline. We made sure that the uses were not intimidated by a lab or an interview like setting and 
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observed them non-intrusively in a friendly conversational setting. Participants were also encouraged to 
continue using Songline on their own after the focus group and their activity was logged.  

 
Mansoor and Samia (in the background) non-intrusively 

observe the real-time logs of a user’s interaction with 
Songline while Ali observes his responses. 

 
Mansoor conducting focus groups in a village near Lahore 

Figure 4-1: User feedback and focus groups in friendly conversational settings 

User Feedback on Songline as an Application 
 It was not clear to some of the users how such an application would be beneficial to them 

 Songs and music of certain types are considered culturally immoral in Pakistan and hence the 
very theme seemed controversial to eight participants 

 All ten participants were concerned about the fact that anyone can listen to their recording, 
considering it a breach of privacy. They also seemed shy to sing in front of our team or even 
their fellow workers 

Feedback on the Interface 
 Entering phone numbers of friends (rather than selecting from a built-in phone directory or call 

history) was reported to be a big hurdle by three 

 Busy tone confused one user who thought that the number is actually “busy” 

 Interface was reported as being confusing to two users due to detailed call tree and numerous 
options 

 Prompts were unclear due to low audio volume as was reported by five participants 

 At least two participants had difficulty entering international style phone numbers with country 
code and “+” 

This was enough to convince us that drastic changes in theme and interface were required to make an 
application acceptable and compelling to our target population. This led to the development of Polly, as 
described below. 

Polly: A Voice Manipulation and Forwarding Application 
Polly is a telephone-based, voice-based application which allows users to make a short recording of 
their voice, modify it and send the modified version to friends. 

In Urdu, Polly is called “Miyan Mithu”, which has a similar meaning to “Polly the Parrot”. The theme of 
light entertainment using funny modifications of a voice recording is non-controversial and easy to 
understand (as we also confirmed later by analysis of user feedback). Recorded content in Polly is only 
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available to the sender and intended recipients, in contrast to Songline where it was available to any 
caller. 

Polly’s pilot was also based on the Tropo platform and employed pre-recorded prompts for output. 
Standard system prompts played in Urdu or English depending on whether the call was made from 
Pakistan or the US. DTMF (push button) is used for input. The “missed call” mechanism was used to keep 
the service free to the user. 

User Interface 

Following feedback from Songline, we designed Polly’s interface to be particularly simple, significantly 
reducing the depth and breadth of the call tree. When a user calls the Polly local number, instead of 
busy tone they hear a “caller tune” informing them in a parrot-like voice that Polly will call them back 
momentarily (caller tunes are mobile operator supported services for which the caller is not charged). 
Polly calls back the user and prompts them to record a short phrase. The recording terminates if the 
user remains silent for more than 4 seconds or when 15 seconds have elapsed. Immediately afterwards, 
a funny modified version of the user’s voice is played back. This is done to engage the user early on, 
before they encounter any menus or need to press any key. At this point, the user is given an option 
either to try the next voice manipulation effect or to forward their modified voice to friends. We offered 
the following voice modifications effects, all achieved with a standard audio processing utility: 

1. An I-have-to-run-to-the-bathroom effect, achieved by a gradual increase of the pitch, 
2. A drunk chipmunk effect, achieved with pitch and pace modification,  
3. Converting the voice to a whisper, achieved by replacing the excitation source of user’s voice 

with noise  
4. Adding background music. 
5. The original, unmodified voice of the user 

Sample voice modifications and a detailed video demonstrating user interface are available online at [3]. 

If the user chooses to forward his recording to friends, he is prompted for the phone number and 
(optionally) name of his friend and also (optionally) his own name for introduction. Only the phone 
number is confirmed for correction. The user is not required to press any keys to terminate recordings 
of names, which are terminated by silence detection and/or time-out after 4 seconds. The user is 
allowed to forward his voice to multiple recipients with the same or different modifications applied. 

Polly calls the intended recipients to deliver the recorded voice and the sender’s phone number is sent 
as the caller ID. The sender’s name (in his own unmodified voice) is immediately played to the listener to 
prevent any confusion regarding the identity of the caller. A recipient can choose to send a reply, 
forward the recording to others or create their own recordings.  

As an additional mechanism for viral spread, text messages containing Polly’s contact information are 
sent to all of Polly’s recipients on their first two interactions with the system. 

We also elicit User Feedback, in the form of an unconstrained recording (up to 60 seconds, with a 
silence timeout) from repeat users during their interactions with Polly. Feedback is requested only when 
a user actively initiates a call. Feedback is requested in two manners: 

System Prompted Feedback – Every user is prompted for feedback on their fifth interaction with Polly, 
and on every 20th interaction thereafter. 
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User Initiated Feedback – Following the user’s fifth interaction, the menu is augmented with an explicit 
option to give feedback. 

Trial Launch 

In a trial launch of Polly we gave Polly’s phone number to two office workers at Lahore University of 
Management Sciences (LUMS) and asked them to call it, without explaining the details of the 
application. The test lasted two weeks during which the user base increased spontaneously to 32. We 
then stopped Polly and gathered feedback by interviewing the users. Most of the reported problems 
were minor software flaws which were fixed as we prepared for the pilot launch. 
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5.  Pilot launch of Polly in Pakistan 

Chapter Abstract 
The goal of this pilot was to find a proof-of-concept that simple speech based entertainment services for 
mobile phones have the capability of becoming viral among low-literate telephone users in Pakistan. We 
also wanted to find out whether Polly’s interface is simple enough for the target users and if they can be 
motivated to overcome the remaining interface hurdles by themselves. The pilot was seeded once by 32 
low-skilled office workers in a Pakistani university. Within 3 weeks Polly amassed 2,032 users and logged 
10,629 telephonic interactions. From analyzing the traffic and its content, it was evident that Polly had 
been used extensively for entertainment and social contact, but it had also been put to an unintended 
use as a voicemail and group messaging facility. This demonstrated the potential for speech based 
services, and the pent-up demand for entertainment, among our target population. Also of note, Polly’s 
viral spread crossed gender and age boundaries and even established itself in a female population. 
However, it appears to have not crossed socioeconomic boundaries. 

System Description 
We used a distributed system setup for Polly. User initiated calls were received on a mobile phone in 
Pakistan which was attached to a PC, which in turn rejected the call and forwarded the caller ID to the 
Polly application running on Tropo servers in US. The return call was made directly from US to Pakistan 
as an international Tropo call charged to the research project. Voice modification and file storage were 
done in the US, where a logging database was also kept. 

 

Figure 5-1: Distributed setup of Polly 

Launch and Shutdown 
We launched Polly by seeding it with the 32 users who had participated in the pilot launch. We had our 
system call these users up and announce via a voice recording that Polly is back up. We made no further 
attempts to solicit users. Figure 5-2 shows the growth in system usage over the 22 days it was active. In 
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what follows, we define “Polly Day” as a 24 hour period ending at 4am Pakistan time. “Polly Day 1” 
refers to the first day of Polly’s launch, which was shorter than the other Polly Days since it started in 
midday. 

 

Figure 5-2: Polly Traffic Volume by day. 

Unintended System Downtime 

Polly experienced multiple down times due to power/ internet failures and other technical and 
administrative reasons. Major system failures occurred on Polly Days 9, 10, 13, 16 and 20, and repeated 
intermittent problems were experienced on Polly Days 16 −21. 

Shutdown 

We shut down Polly at the end of Polly Day 22, for two reasons: 

1. During the peak evening hours (see Figure 5-6 below) the system was saturating, with many callers 
receiving a busy signal due to contention over the single incoming phone line (this was later confirmed 
in the analysis of user feedback). We also started experiencing intermittent system problems, further 
exacerbating user frustrations. We did not want users, especially new ones, to be frustrated in their 
interactions with our system. 

2. The international call charges were becoming a significant financial burden for us.  

It thus became clear that, to support the ever increasing incoming call volume, we need to reconfigure 
Polly for a multiline setup operating entirely within-country. 

We shut Polly down gradually and gracefully, for the next 10 days, we continued to use the Missed Call 
mechanism but the returned call played a message stating that Polly is offline temporarily to make 
improvements on the basis of user feedback. We also solicited further feedback by inviting the caller to 
record any additional suggestions and comments. This Post shutdown feedback will be discussed later 
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on. After that period, we replaced Polly’s caller tune with a brief message stating that Polly is 
temporarily offline and will return as soon as we are done improving it on the basis of user feedback. 

Airtime Cost 

We paid $0.12/minute to go from US to Pakistan over IP, with another $0.023/min for using a hosted 
solution. The total traffic for the 22 days amounted to 26,000 minutes (approx.) incurring a cost of 
around $4,000. 

Annotations of Recordings and Feedback  
Four student annotators (three male and one female) listened to the recordings and created detailed 
annotations based on their subjective assessments. All recordings were annotated in this manner, each 
by a single annotator. Each recording was first annotated as to the speaker’s gender, estimated age; the 
language used, and net recording duration. Recordings were next categorized by their content (humor, 
information, romance, introduction, informational, profane, saying hello, meaningless, or other). 
Feedback recordings were similarly annotated, although with different content categories (request for 
continuation of service, appreciation for Polly, suggestion for improvement, specific feedback, 
complaint, suggestions for new services, or other). Annotators also noted the location or geographic 
origin of the caller, if it were expressed in, or could be inferred from, the recording. Finally, the 
annotators were also encouraged to note in unstructured comments any interesting subjective 
observations, such as the functions for which Polly appears to be used. 

For the purpose of annotation, recordings were sorted by the phone number used (which often, but not 
always, corresponded to a single user), and then by increasing date and time. Each annotator listened to 
all the recordings of a subset of the users, and all recordings of any user were listened to by the same 
annotator. This aided in making demographic assessments and enforcing annotation consistency. It also 
allowed the annotators to observe changes over time in a user’s interaction style and usage patterns. 

Analysis of Viral Growth 
During the 22 days that Polly was active, it handled a total of 10,629 calls (interactions). We distinguish 
calls initiated by the user (albeit via the missed call mechanism) from those which were initiated by Polly 
(to deliver a recording from another user). We also distinguish whether any new delivery requests were 
made during the call (see Table 5-1). We consider an Active Interaction any call which was either 
initiated by the user or during which a new delivery request was made (all but the bottom right cell). 
Note though that, as our annotation shows, even interactions we deemed Not Active often involved 
significant user engagement: voice recording, listening to various modifications, and sharing with others 
nearby (203 such non-active interactions were made). Note further that many users who received 
deliveries chose to hang up and then place a separate user-initiated call. Taken together, this analysis 
shows that Polly simultaneously provided entertainment and promulgated viral growth. 

 User Initiated System Initiated 
(delivery) 

User made new delivery requests during interaction 4,340 699 
User made no delivery request during interaction  2,444 3,146 
Total 6,784 3,845 

Table 5-1: Breakdown of Polly’s 10,629 interactions 
The dual entertainment and viral-spread properties of Polly are also demonstrated in the growth of its 
user base. Table 5-2 shows the number of users who took part in each of the four types of interactions 
(the categories are not mutually exclusive). Note that 86% of Call Initiators and 17% of Call Receivers 
spread the service further to their contacts. 
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 Call Initiators Call Receivers 
New delivery requests made during call 525 313 

No delivery request made during call 476 1,723 
Total  613 1,843 

Table 5-2: Breakdown of Polly’s 2,145 Users by Interaction Type (not mutually exclusive) 

Word-of-mouth spread 

Of Polly’s 613 Call Initiators, fully 291 (47.5%) placed their first call before receiving any calls from Polly. 
We conclude that a significant component of growth and adoption of a service like Polly can come from 
word of mouth or physical observation and emulation. 

We define Active User as any user who participated in an Active Interaction 

Rate of Adoption 

Another important measure of the viability of a service like Polly in the developing-world is its rate of 
adoption. Namely, how quickly did users adopt Polly once they learned about it?  Of the 322 users who 
became Call Initiators when called by Polly 

 25 immediately placed delivery requests during the first call that they received from Polly 
(Instant Conversion) 

 Out of the remaining 297, 166 users started using Polly (called back Polly) just after receiving a 
single call. However, on average it took 1.83 calls to each of these 297 users before their first in-
bound call 

Therefore, while a very small percentage of users become active users in their first interaction, most 
became active users after fewer than two reminders. This relatively small number, 1.83, highlights the 
potential of, and the pent up demand for, value added voice-based services in the developing world.  

Usage growth pattern 

Figure 5-3 shows the daily growth in Polly’s usage. Even though viral growth is evident, the dampening 
effect of system down times (Days 9, 10, 13, 16 and 20) is clearly visible, as is the impact of the 
intermittent disruptions during the last 6 days. Note also the impact on the number of new users 
following system down time, as many users are introduced to Polly via Polly deliveries.  
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c. 

Figure 5-3 Polly’s daily growth in terms of (a) interactions, (b) users, and (c) gender 

Short-term vs. long-term users 

Since the entertainment options provided by Polly did not vary over time, we expected that most users 
will tire of it within a short time. Figure 5-4 depicts user retention by means of sedimentation layers. 
Each layer represents the cohort of users who started using Polly on a given day. For example, on day 12 
(yellow), there were 57 new users, out of a total of 99 users that day. The members of this cohort who 
remained active on subsequent days can be seen by following the shrinking color band. As expected, 
most users stayed with the system for only a few days. However, of note, a small but consistent fraction 
of users appeared to have settled into long-term usage. Figure 5-5 shows the percentage of active users 
who continue to use the system k days after their first interaction.  
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Figure 5-4: Number of Active Users each day. Each color corresponds to users who started using Polly 
on a given day. About 10% of users continue to use Polly long term. 

 

 

Figure 5-5: User retention in Polly 
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Activity by Time of Day  

Figure 5-6 breaks down Polly’s interactions by time of day. Although peak activity occurred in the 
evening hours, there was significant activity throughout the day, dropping down to a trickle only late at 
night. 

 

Figure 5-6: Polly activity by time of day 

Post Shutdown Usage 

Users were still calling Polly 40 days after its final shut down, when we finally stopped monitoring the 
calls. We received 1276 calls during this period made by 310 individuals. 117 out of these callers were 
new users who had never called Polly during its active period. A significant number of users kept calling 
repeatedly, as many as 46 times. This is perhaps the most compelling evidence for the potential of, and 
pent-up demand for, this type of service in developing countries. 

User Feedback 

Feedback elicited during Polly calls 
The feedback mechanism was implemented on Polly day 13. In the nine remaining days in which this 
option was available, 391 recordings of feedback were made by 264 unique users. Out of these, 189 
recordings of user initiated feedback were made by 129 individuals. In addition, 202 system-prompted 
feedback recordings were provided by 169 users. 34 users recorded in both feedback categories. Out of 
the 391 recordings 118 were empty files. 

Based on the remaining 273 files (191 distinct users) following is a brief summary of the main 
suggestions and complaints (the categories are not mutually exclusive): 

Feedback Type % 
Interface/functionality related feedback and complaints: too long turn-around time of message delivery; 
poor call/sound quality; busy network; too short message recording time; increase/rearrange sound 
effects etc. 

49 

General appreciation including mentioned reasons such as: a way to connect to friends; a means of 
having fun; free service etc. 

47 
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Confused users (pressing keys or saying “hello”) 7 
Irrelevant feedback including: songs; messages for friends; irrelevant messages for Polly etc. 5 

In addition to these, several users recorded interesting and useful suggestions for the improvement of 
Polly as well as their ideas about other speech applications. A brief summary follows: 

 Ideas for new voice modification effects in Polly including female/child voice modification, 
laughter and giggling, scary voice and background effects like sad music, rain drops, sound of a 
train, wind blowing etc. 

 A application similar to Polly just for ladies 

 Several suggestions to improve user interface including a rerecord option for messages, rapid 
access to effects of choice, options to go to the previous menu and to end the call etc. 

 Suggestions to improve the wording of the prompts 

Additional suggestions included: 

 An accessibility software for the blind that could be used on less expensive mobile phones 

 A software that could identify and filter out foul language in a message 

Post Shutdown Feedback 
As mentioned in 0. , we continued to elicit feedback after shutdown. 565 post shut down recordings 
from the initial 11 post shutdown days were analyzed. 299 of these were empty files (noise, silence, 
button presses etc.). Out of the remaining 266 files 34% users asked to bring Polly back online as soon as 
possible. 8% were annoyed / angry because of Polly’s shutdown and 8% explicitly expressed that this 
shutdown is creating problems for them and Polly was useful for them. 16% of the users simply stated 
that they want Polly to continue as it is a good service. Several files contained irrelevant feedback or 
recordings of users who were confused by the shutdown and were pressing keys or asking questions. 

User Demographics and Usage Analysis 

Gender 

Among Polly’s 773 Active Users, 74% were determined by the annotators to be male, 14% to be female, 
with the remaining 12% undetermined (young children, old people, too much background noise, etc.). 
As shown in Figure 2(c), sustained usage by female users coincided with an explosion in use by male 
users.  

 

Figure 5-7: Gender distribution 
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Age 

Figure 5-8 gives the approximate distribution of the Active Users’ age, as guesstimated by the 
annotators. It is clear that most users are young men. This may partially reflect our seed population. 
Nonetheless, we were encouraged to observe participation by other demographic groups, especially 
women. 

 

Figure 5-8: Age Distribution 

Language of recordings 

Some 46% of the user recordings were in Urdu, which is Pakistan’s national language and the most 
widely spoken and understood language in Pakistan. This is also the language we used for Polly’s 
prompts, effectively priming for the use of this language, and excluding those who don’t understand it. 
Of note, fully 38% of the recordings were in Punjabi, the regional language of Punjab province, where 
Polly was launched. Fewer than 3% of recordings were in mixed Urdu/Punjabi, in English, or in mixed 
Urdu/English. Interestingly, there was also a smattering of recordings in Potohari (17 recordings), Saraiki 
(6), Pashtu (2) and Arabic (2). 

Geographic Spread 

Polly was seeded with office workers in Lahore. Analysis of the traffic showed us that it received phone 
calls from several cities throughout Pakistan. Figure 5-9 shows the rough geographical spread of Polly. 
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Figure 5-9: Geographic Spread 

Socio-economic level and educational background 

Although we have not rigorously verified this, the transcribers’ best estimates of the socio-economic and 
educational level of the callers suggest that the vast majority come from a socio-economic class similar 
to that of the originally-seeded low-skilled office workers, and with an educational level that does not 
exceed theirs (approximately 5th grade and below). The fact that such users were able to successfully use 
and share the system with their friends is consistent with the finding by Smyth et al. [1] that low-literate 
users are able to learn potentially complicated user interfaces without any systematic training when the 
purpose of the system is entertainment. 

Usage Analysis 

Table 5-3 shows the distribution of voice recordings based on the type of content recorded. These 
message types are not mutually exclusive. In 2,138 interactions the users did not place any delivery 
requests and simply played with the system by recording their voice and listening to the modifications. 
203 out of these were calls initiated by Polly to deliver messages. This brings forth two main uses of 
Polly: personal entertainment and free voice messages.  

Content Type % of Messages 

Informational messages for friends 50.53 

Hello/Hi and introductory recordings 13.01 

Profane 6.26 

Poetry/Songs/Whistling 2.60 

Humorous recordings 2.07 

Romantic 1.99 

Political 0.02 

Table 5-3: Distribution of recordings by content 
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Further analysis showed striking differences in usage by females and males. There were almost twice as 
many romantic recordings, four times fewer profanity-laced recordings, and four times more song 
recordings by women than men.  

Additional Findings 
As discussed earlier, a significant fraction of Polly’s users started using it without ever receiving a call 
from it, presumably having been introduced to it by word of mouth or by observing others. In addition, a 
large portion of user recordings (including feedback files) contained interactions where one user is 
training another to use the system. All this points to the important role of direct human interaction in 
the spread of Polly. This is not unexpected in a rural setting where people routinely gather face to face 
in the evenings. 

Another interesting finding was that people kept recording detailed messages and complaints about 
problems with everyday necessities such as electricity outages. Some explicitly requested that their 
voice should reach government, relevant officials and people who can solve their problems. Some users 
even identified Polly as someone who can solve their issues or raise their voice. 

Conclusion 
The pilot launch proved that entertainment and free voice messaging both proved to be powerful 
motivators that attracted 2,032 users to Polly in a span of 22 days, compelling them to learn it and 
enabling them to find creative uses for it in their daily lives. 

Although Polly was not designed to fan-out as much as SMS-all [4] (which was based on group 
messaging), it nonetheless became viral practically instantly. That this happened in spite of significant 
system failures and intermittent down times underscores the potential for speech-based services, as 
well as the pent up demand for entertainment, among our target audience. 

Of particular note, Polly’s viral spread crossed gender and age boundaries and even established itself in 
a female population. However, it appears to have not crossed socioeconomic boundaries. This could be 
due to the more insular nature of socioeconomic classes, or due to our service not being attractive to 
wealthier people, who may have other entertainment alternatives available via the Internet. 

Stability and capacity 

Much of the instability that Polly suffered from, and most of the airtime cost we incurred, can be 
attributed to the distributed and international setup we used. We next started working to set up Polly 
locally in Lahore, using robust multiline infrastructure. That would allow us to reliably support 
significantly larger call volume at the fraction of the cost.  

Airtime charges 

Even with our new setup, local airtime costs (about $0.02/minute) will still be incurred. Although we 
could try shifting most of this cost to the users by eliminating the missed-call mechanism, we are 
reluctant to do so at such an early stage because this may discourage the poorest users, who are the 
ones we are most interesting in reaching. One option we considered was to offer two versions of Polly: a 
free bare-bone version, and a premium one which requires the user to pay their own airtime charges. 

Help facility 

Our annotators noted that some users found it difficult to master Polly on their own, and could be heard 
asking their friends for assistance. We also noticed that some features of Polly, like group messaging, 
were rarely used. We considered incorporating an intelligent help facility in the future versions. Less 
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frequently used features could be introduced after a user has had some success with the basic system 
(the callerID mechanism allows us to effectively retrieve at runtime the user’s entire interaction history).  

Speed dial 

A frustrating bottleneck in requesting a forward was to have to manually enter the friend’s phone 
number. Since Polly is designed to work with any cellphone, it only uses the voice communication 
channel, and thus has no access to the phone’s internal directory or dialing history. Our pilot system 
already elicits friends’ names from our users during Polly interactions. In our latest version, recipients 
could be specified by choosing from a short menu of recorded names. 
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6.  Large Scale Deployment 

Chapter Abstract 
Following the success of the pilot, we wanted to know if a system like Polly could scale to cater a larger 
audience and also spread other development related services. We decided on the following 
experimental goals to attempt to answer these research questions and the question of reproducibility in 
the same environment: 

1. Determine whether a system like Polly can be employed to engage and support a large user base, 
for an extended period of time, while at the same time becoming cost efficient.  

2. Attempt to add a development-focused service (‘payload’) to Polly’s offering.(details in chapter: 
Development-related Service: Job Opportunities) 

3. Use Polly as an experimental test bed to answer the following questions (details in chapter: Error! 
eference source not found.): 

a. How do usage patterns change with respect to gender, age, socio-economic status (SES), 
experience with the system, and cost to user? 

b. Spread vs. Cost: how to spread Polly as widely as possible at the smallest possible cost? 

In 24/7 operation in Pakistan from May 9, 2012, as of mid-September Polly spread to 85,000 users, 
engaging them in 495,000 interactions, and was continuing to spread to 1,000 new people daily. It had 
also attracted 27,000 people to a job search service, who in turn listened 279,000 times to job ads and 
forwarded them 22,000 times to their friends. Starting mid-September, we applied strict quota limits on 
the number of subsidized calls per user per day. We did this both to control our airtime expenses as well 
as to continue our series of randomized controlled trials (started as early as July 2012, discussed in 
chapter: Error! Reference source not found.) aimed towards answering the question of finding the 
ptimal balance between cost and spread. Under the quota restrictions Polly continued to bring in 
significant number of new users every day, though the growth of its call volume slowed down. After a 
year from its launch Polly had gathered 165,000 users who had participated in 636,000 interactions. 
34,000 people had used the job browser to listen 386,199 times to the 728 job ads available in the 
system. These ads were forwarded 34,000 times by 19,000 users to their friends. Polly was shut down 
again on May 07, 2013 because we had concluded our set of experiments and the airtime cost was 
becoming a burden again. 

System Description 
The system that we used in the large scale deployment represents a substantial extension of the pilot 
that we deployed in 2011. The most important changes are: 

 Telephony capacity was increased from 1 to 30 channels (up to 30 concurrent phone calls, 
incoming and outgoing). 

 Three different telephone numbers were assigned to a ‘hunt group’ consisting of these 30 
channels, to support flexible, dynamic allocation for multiple application types. 

 All the software resides on a single server hosted on location in Pakistan by a local telecom (in 
2011, software was distributed and split across two continents). Consequently, outgoing call 
airtime costs were reduced from $0.126/minute to $0.023/minute. 

 Most menus, prompts and recordings can now be skipped by the user by pressing any button on 
their phone. 
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 The number of voice manipulations offered was increased to six by adding male-to-female and 
female-to-male options. 

 Extensive logging, real-time monitoring, automated error detection and recovery features were 
added. 

 The most important addition in the current system is the introduction of a development-related 
application (what we call ‘the payload’) as part of the dialog menu: an audio-browsing of 
advertisements, collated from Pakistani newspapers, for jobs that are appropriate for low-
skilled, low-literate workers. 

User Interface 
Polly’s user interface for the large-scale deployment was an extension of the one described in [26]. For 
convenience and completion, we provide a full description here. For video and audio demonstrations, 
see [3]. 

Informed Consent: Before the start of interaction every caller is informed that the call is being recorded 
and may be analyzed, and is given the opportunity to hang up. All users must listen to this prompt as it 
cannot be skipped by any key press. 

At the start of the call, the user is prompted to make a short recording of their voice (15 seconds, or 
shorter if the user presses # or remains silent for 4 seconds). A funny voice transformation of the 
recording is immediately played back to them. The user is then given an option to hear the recording 
again, rerecord, try another voice manipulation effect, forward their modified voice to friends, give 
feedback to Polly or listen to the latest job ads (explained in chapter: Development-related Service: Job 
Opportunities). We offer the following voice modifications effects, in the following order, all achieved 
with a standard audio processing utility: 

1. A Male to female voice conversion, achieved by raising the pitch and increasing the pace, 
2. A Female to male voice conversion, achieved by lowering the pitch and decreasing the pace,  
3. A drunk chipmunk effect, achieved with pitch and pace modification,  
4. An I-have-to-run-to-the-bathroom effect, achieved by a gradual pitch increase, 
5. The original, unmodified voice of the user, 
6. Converting the voice to a whisper, achieved by replacing the excitation source of user’s voice 

with white noise,  
7. Adding background music. 

If the user chooses to forward their recording to a friend, they are prompted for the phone number, the 
name of their friend, and their own name for introduction. Only the phone number is confirmed for 
correction. Recordings of names are terminated by silence detection and a 4 second hard time-out. The 
user is allowed to forward their voice to multiple recipients with the same or different modifications 
applied. The message forwarding request is then added to the system queue, and will be executed as 
soon as a channel becomes available. When Polly calls the intended recipient to deliver the recorded 
message, the sender’s name (in their own unmodified voice) is immediately played to the listener to 
prevent confusion regarding the identity of the caller, and the recipient can also choose to hear the 
phone number of the sender. After hearing the message, the recipient can then choose to replay the 
message, record a reply, forward the recording to others, create their own recordings, or listen to job 
ads. 
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As an additional mechanism for viral spread, text (sms) messages containing Polly’s contact information 
are sent to all of Polly’s recipients on their first two interactions with the system. Polly’s phone number 
is also played during the phone call itself. 

We also elicit User Feedback, in the form of an unconstrained recording (up to 60 seconds, with a silence 
timeout) from repeat users during their interactions with Polly. Feedback is requested only when a user 
actively initiates a call. Feedback is requested in two manners: 

System Prompted Feedback – Every user is prompted for feedback on their fifth interaction with Polly, 
and on every 20th interaction thereafter. 

User Initiated Feedback – Following the user’s fifth interaction, the menu is augmented with an explicit 
option to give feedback. 

The Job audio browser component of Polly is explained in detail in the next chapter: Development-
related Service: Job Opportunities. 

Software Setup 
Polly’s IVR code consists of PHP scripts that run on Voxeo’s PRISM platform [5] using Voxeo’s Tropo [2] 
as the interpreting engine. Speech prompts and audio files are hosted on an Apache server. The 
application server also maintains detailed textual and audio logs of all phone calls. The database is 
managed using MYSQL. Praat scripts are used for manipulating audio files. 

Telephony setup 
All the software is installed on a single 2U server that is hosted in the data center of Wateen [6], a local 
internet and telephone service provider. The first of our three phone numbers is used for toll-free calls 
to Polly by means of a “missed calls” mechanism: a call to that number is interpreted as a “call-me-back” 
request. It is rejected and a call-back request is added to the queue. As soon as a channel becomes 
available, Polly calls the user back. The second phone number is used as a caller-paid service which is 
answered immediately (see below). The third phone number is currently reserved for deployment of 
future services. 

Real-Time Monitoring 
To get the pulse of the system as well as an overall picture of activity, we built a real-time monitoring 
system that provides cumulative, daily, hourly and per minute statistics [3]. Our system calculates and 
reports statistics on overall traffic volume, answered calls, deliveries of messages and job ads, ads in the 
system, ads listened to by users, user feedback and other categories. Hourly and per minute statistics on 
queue lengths of the different request types, channel utilization, inbound and outbound calls and free 
hard disk space allow us to detect problems in real-time and to schedule maintenance. The system also 
sends sms and email alerts and recovery reports about server crashes, automatic server restarts, hard 
disk space crunch, etc. 

Annotations of Recordings and Feedback  
One graduate student and one undergraduate student listened to a uniformly selected sample of 5388 
recordings and created detailed annotations based on their subjective assessments. Each selected 
recording was annotated by a single annotator. As in [26], each recording was annotated as to the 
speaker’s gender, language(s) used, estimated age (child, young, middle aged, old), estimated Socio-
Economic Status (SES) (low, middle, high), and whether the message appears to be recorded for 
entertainment or utility (not mutually exclusive). The inter-annotator agreement rates were later found 
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to be adequate for gender (97.8%) and language (81.5%) but poor for SES (40.4%), age (62.6%) and 
primary use (51.6%). We therefore decided not to use the last three in our analysis. Instead, we 
conducted follow up surveys as described in the next section to get information on these variables. In 
addition, starting on August 4, 2012 feedback recordings were listened to daily, briefly paraphrased, and 
categorized as complaints, requests or suggestions. Finally, the annotators were also encouraged to 
note in unstructured comments any interesting subjective observations, such as unusual functions for 
which Polly appears to be used. 

Follow up Surveys 
We called 207 randomly chosen users of Polly to collect more reliable demographic information. 
Engaging the users in a friendly chat we asked them about their experience using Polly, literacy level, 
age, rough location (city, small city, village etc.), primary uses of Polly and their experience using Polly’s 
job search (See “Demographics and Primary Use from Follow Up Survey”). 

Results and Analysis  

Seeding 

Polly was seeded on May 09, 2012 at 8:13pm Pakistan Time by placing automated calls to 5 of the most 
frequent callers from Polly’s 2011 study. These calls briefly announced that Polly is back online and 
launched into Polly’s main interaction. No attempt to further promote the system was ever made. Polly 
has been up continuously since then (as of this writing, January 2013), with minimal interruptions (see 
Table 6-1). 

May 9 
-Jun 27 

Telcom bug reduced Polly’s effective capacity to 10 channels and degraded voice quality during peak hours. 

May 25-26 SF1: Disk space crunch reduced system responsiveness / availability 
June 21  SF2: Application server remained down as new phone lines were being installed 
Jul 12 SF3: A bug reduced the effective channel capacity to 0 
Jul 31 SF4: Upgraded software platform severely reduced channel capacity 
Aug 16 SF5: OS error crashed the server 
Aug 25 SF6: Server ran out of disk space 
Aug 29 SF6: Licensing problems reduced channel capacity to 2 
Aug 28-30  SF6: SMS provider’s glitch stopped all outgoing sms 
Sep 11-12 SF7: SMS provider’s glitch stopped all outgoing sms 

Table 6-1: Major System Failures 

System Activity Level 

In Figure 6-1, “All call types” shows the overall volume of successful calls; out of these: “Message 
Deliveries” and “Job Ad Deliveries” depict the number the successful calls made by Polly to deliver 
messages and ads forwarded by users to their friends. “All Users” shows the total number of unique 
users of Polly (including those who just received messages without ever calling Polly). “Active Users” are 
the users who called Polly or used it to schedule deliveries. 
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Figure 6-1: Polly’s Activity Levels. “SF”: system failures (Table 6-1). “Q”: onset of quota experiments. 

For term definitions, see “Seeding”. 
 

Polly’s activity level (Figure 6-1) rose exponentially and saturated our system’s capacity within 7 days. 
On June 27, a telecom system bug was discovered that had been keeping our effective capacity at 10 
channels and degrading voice quality during peak hours. Once the telecom company fixed this bug, 
activity level again climbed exponentially and stabilized within 10 days. Activity levels appear to be 
limited only by channel capacity. System failures (see Table 6-1) usually resulted in a commensurate 
drop in call volume, but the latter always recovered quickly once the problem was fixed. Another source 
of volume drop was our quota experiments, to be discussed later.  

As of mid-September, 2012 Polly has had more than 495,000 telephone interactions with more than 
85,000 users. There have been 103,250 failed calls (user busy, out of signal reach, phone switched off, 
incorrectly entered numbers etc.). The message forwarding feature (where a user forwards a received 
message) was used in 31,740 calls with the longest chain consisting of 40 forwards and an average chain 
length of 2.33. Among the most forwarded messages were funny voices (baby laughing, duck sound 
etc.), quiz-like questions (“what is x called in English?”), a guy whistling a tune. 

Delivery requests were placed in 182,652 calls (1.6 delivery requests per call on average), including 
55,543 delivery requests for multiple recipients. On average there were 1.7 delivery requests placed for 
every personal message and 61 delivery requests for every job ad. 

Choice of Voice Modifications 

On average, users listened to 1.83 voice modifications per interaction. The modifications chosen for 
delivery of the 291,504 messages were (in menu order): male-to female conversion 72%; female-to-
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male 9%; drunk-chipmunk 6%; I-have-to-run-to-the-bathroom 3.5%; unmodified 5.3%; whisper 0.7%; 
and background music 3.5%. 

User Activity Profile 

Figure 6-2 depicts user-initiated interactions as a function of the number of days since they were first 
introduced to Polly. Most users interact with Polly for only a few days. Only 31% of users returned to 
Polly on the second day, 19% on the third, 13% on the fourth, and 10% on the fifth. Participation 
continues to drop logarithmically, e.g. to 1% after 36 days and to 0.5% after 55 days. Among users who 
do continue to use Polly, average daily activity peaks at 3.2 calls on day 2, then drops gradually to 
around 1.5 calls. 

 
Figure 6-2: User Retention 

Average call duration was 160 seconds. It takes no more than 40 seconds to start experiencing the first 
voice modification. Of the 495,000 Polly interactions: 87% lasted 40 seconds or more.  

There were a total of 1,023,824 menu options selections (by key presses) during the 495,000 
interactions, out of which 4.5% were invalid choices. Note that Polly's IVR tree was designed to require 
no key presses until after the first voice modification is played back. No keys were pressed in 36% of the 
interactions. Of the remaining interactions, 91% completed without any invalid key presses. A more 
detailed analysis of user behavior is presented in chapter: Behavior Analysis of the Users of Polly. 

Geographical Spread 
Polly is hosted in Lahore and its seed users were mostly from Okara (a city in Punjab located near 
Lahore). After initial seeding we made no further effort to publicize Polly. Polly spread quickly via 
message forwarding and word-of-mouth. Within the first four months of its operation it has received 
calls from, and delivered messages to, all four provinces of Pakistan, as well as to Belgium (19), UAE (11), 
Saudi Arabia (4), Spain (4), Oman (3), India (1) and Luxembourg (1). Figure1 shows some snapshots of 
the domestic geographical spread of Polly. 
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Figure 6-3: Geographical spread of Polly (only Pakistan shown) 

Landline vs. Mobile phone usage 
In Pakistan, telephone numbers readily reveal whether they belong to a landline or to a mobile phone. 
Polly’s service is provided via a landline, making it cheaper to call it from a landline than from a mobile 
phone. 

Only 0.32% of the more than 400,000 toll-free calls were made from landlines. In contrast, landlines 
accounted for almost 4% of the caller-paid calls. This demonstrates some cost sensitivity on the part of 
users when they need to pay for the call. But this is only a lower bound because, unfortunately, we do 
not know how many of the users who made called-paid calls had access to a landline. 

User Feedback 
Table 6-2 lists the main findings from our feedback annotation process. Several users gave suggestions 
to improve the user interface. Among these were frequent requests to increase message recording time, 
remove the voice modifications OR to bring the unchanged voice to the beginning, to display sender's 
name/number on screen, to keep messages for later listening and to be able to post ads on the job ad 
system. One guy suggested that Polly should send a text message to the recipient who should call Polly 
to listen to the message at his convenience (we added this feature). 

 

Day 2 Week 8 

Week 17 Month 8 
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Period of feedback recordings listened to: Aug 4–Sep 9 

Total number of feedback recordings in that period: 7770 

Total number of feedback recordings listened to: 2567 

Of those, containing thanks or praise to Polly 1797 (70%) 

 containing other feedback  272 (10%) 

Of those containing other feedback:   

 System-initiated  183 (67%) 

 User-initiated  89 (33%) 

 Complaints about:  189 (70%) 

 Delay in call-back time  140 

 Poor sound quality  28 

 Failure of system to send/receive message  14 

 Being disturbed by Polly  5 

 Requests/suggestions:  83 (30%) 

 Higher quota or more recording time  47 

 New services: News, Weather, Medical, Voice Chat, Job Ads, Songs.  22 

 More voice manipulations  8 

 No voice manipulation  6 

Table 6-2: User Feedback Summary 
Anecdotally, among the positive feedbacks, one person said (loosely translated) “after all that is going 
wrong with the country … well, at least we have Polly … God bless Polly and may the service continue 
forever”. 

Summary and Discussion 
Our first goal was to determine whether a system like Polly can be scaled up to engage and support a 
much larger user base, for an extended period of time, while at the same time becoming cost efficient. 
With regard to scale and persistence, we believe that the numbers speak for themselves. The long 
queues for call-me-back and delivery requests, and the quick rebounding of traffic to a fixed level after 
each disruption, suggest that activity level is resource-bound and that the potential demand for these 
services is much higher than our current 30-channel capacity. 

On the question of cost efficiency, we believe that the jury is still out. We have treaded lightly on 
limiting the toll-free service because we did not want to scare off poor users, and because we wanted to 
use the large volume to answer many other questions, some of which we are just now beginning to 
analyze. However, we clamped down more strongly starting mid-September, and have partially 
discussed the impact in [25]. As we mention above, cost efficiency can be achieved not only by getting 
the users to pay for airtime, but also by the use of ads, carrier revenue-sharing, and/or content sponsors 
(e.g. governments or NGOs). We are planning to explore all these options. 

Our second goal was to add our first development-focused service (‘payload’) to Polly’s offering. We 
found that users took to the new offering in large numbers, and that many of them started calling Polly 
specifically for the job information – exactly the result we had hoped for. This is discussed in detail in 
chapter: Development-related Service: Job Opportunities. 

Our third goal was to use Polly as an experimental test bed to answer questions about demographics 
and about spread vs. cost. This discussed in detail in chapter: Polly as an Experimental Test-bed 

Additional benefits: We collected detailed interaction data, which we believe have great potential value 
as a test bed for analyzing social network dynamics. 
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7.  Development-related Service: Job 
Opportunities 

Chapter Abstract 
This chapter describes the job audio browser component of the large scale Lahore deployment of Polly 
in more detail. This component was added to meet the second experimental goal of this deployment, of 
attempting to add a development-focused service (‘payload’) to Polly’s offering (as discussed in chapter: 
Large Scale Deployment). Between May 9, 2012 and mid-September the job browser was used by 
27,000, who in turn listened 279,000 times to job ads and forwarded them 22,000 times to their friends. 
If we also include the quota limited period starting mid-September, we find that between May 09, 2012 
and May 07, 2013, 34,000 people had used the job browser to listen 386,199 times to the 728 job ads 
available in the system. These ads were forwarded 34,000 times by 19,000 users to their friends.  

System Description 

User Interface 

The job audio browser is available to the users of Polly right from their very first interaction with Polly 
and they could access it through the first (main) menu in all call-types (delivery calls and “call-me-back” 
calls), by pressing 5. Once inside the job-browser the ads are played latest-first. Each ad is recorded split 
in three portions: 1. Date and newspaper information, 2. Actual content of the ad (the vacancy being 
advertised, prerequisites, salary expectations etc.) and 3. Contact information (addresses, phone 
numbers etc.). Following each ad, users are given the options to repeat the complete ad or just the 
contact details; play the next or previous ad; or to forward the ad to a friend. If the user does not press 
any key, the next ad starts playing 5 seconds after the options menu stops playing. 

If the user chooses to forward an ad to a friend, he is prompted for the phone number, the name of 
their friend, and their own name for introduction. Only the phone number is confirmed for correction. 
Recordings of names are terminated by silence detection and a 4 second hard time-out. The user is also 
allowed to forward the ad to multiple recipients. The ad forwarding request is then added to the system 
queue, and will be executed as soon as a channel becomes available. When Polly calls the intended 
recipient to deliver the ad, the sender’s name (in their own unmodified voice) is immediately played to 
the listener to prevent confusion regarding the identity of the caller, and the recipient can also choose 
to hear the phone number of the sender. After hearing the forwarded ad recipients can also choose to 
browse the job ad list. Even during quota limitations on number of free Polly-paid deliveries per day, 
users could still send as many job ad deliveries as they desired. 

As an additional mechanism for viral spread, text (sms) messages containing Polly’s contact information 
are sent to all of Polly’s job-ad recipients on their first two interactions with the system. Polly’s phone 
number is also played during the phone call itself, between the job ads. 

Job browser back-end 

We daily scan Paperpk.com for advertisements that appeared in Pakistani newspapers for jobs that are 
appropriate for low-skilled, low-literate workers. An example of such an ad is in Figure 7-1. Although we 
focus on jobs not requiring any literacy, we also select some that require up to 10 years of education. 
We then record these ads in Urdu, and make them available for audio-browsing as part of Polly’s menu. 
Specifically, we record each ad in three separate parts: date and newspaper source; details and 
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requirements; and contact information. These are then made available to the user via an interface 
option in the main menu of Polly.  

 
Figure 7-1: Sample low skilled job ad from paperpk.com scanned from Daily Jang 

Analysis of Spread and Uptake 
Perhaps the most meaningful development in our large-scale deployment was the addition of a 
development-related service to our menu – the job ad browser. Since audio-browsing job ads was added 
as an option at the end of the Polly menu, and since this service was not advertised in any other way, 
the extent of its use is a direct test of our strategy to reach users via entertainment.  

During the initial 130 days of Polly operations analyzed here (May 9 – September 15), we identified and 
recorded a total of 530 suitable job ads, an average of some 28 ads/week. These ads were listened to, all 
by user initiative, a total of some 279,000 times, This averages to over 525 playbacks per ad – possibly 
more than the number of people who read that ad in the newspaper. Some ads were listened to much 
more than others – the most popular ad was listened to more than 8,400 times, and 73 ads were 
listened to more than 1,000 times each. 

A further indication of the usefulness of this service was the use of job ad deliveries – requesting that a 
particular job ad be delivered by Polly to a friend. During the period of this reporting, a total of 23,288 
such requests were made, and job ads were delivered to 9,475 different users. Even more interestingly, 
out of all the calls during which job delivery was requested, more than half requested only job deliveries 
(i.e., no regular Polly message deliveries), most likely indicating that the user called Polly specifically to 
interact with the job ad service. 

Summary 
The second goal of the large-scale deployment in Lahore was to add our first development-focused 
service (‘payload’) to Polly’s offering. We found that users took to the new offering in large numbers, 
and that many of them started calling Polly specifically for the job information – exactly the result we 
had hoped for. Our survey calls revealed that around 57% of the interviewed users had used job search 
but only a handful of them applied. This can be attributed to lack of trust or interest. The former may be 
by co-branding with familiar government organizations or newspapers. More job ad types can be 
explored (e.g. jobs for the handicapped) to serve all interest groups. 
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One limitation of this study was our inability to track employment outcomes. We do not have the stats 
of the number of people who actually applied for the various jobs that were advertised through Polly 
and if some of them actually got those jobs. We also do not know the degree by which Polly increased 
the number of applicants for these positions. Hence, the impact is not measurable. 

For this reason, we reached out to Babajob in India. Babajob acts as a (primarily) web-based gateway 
between job-opportunities for low-skilled workers and potential applicants in Bangalore, India. The 
details of our collaboration are presented in chapter: Reproducibility: Deployment in a Second Country. 
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8.  Polly as an Experimental Test-bed 

Chapter Abstract 
In this chapter we discuss the various experiments that we performed using the large scale development 
of Polly in Lahore. We used Polly as an experimental test bed to answer the following main questions: 

a. How do usage patterns change with respect to gender, age, socio-economic status (SES), experience 
with the system, and cost to user? 

b. Spread vs. Cost: how to spread Polly as widely as possible at the smallest possible cost? 

From May 09 till mid-September, we report users’ activity over time and across demographics, analyze 
user behavior within several randomized controlled trials, and describe lessons learned regarding 
spread, scalability and sustainability of telephone-based speech-based services. 

User Demographics from Recording Annotation 
To understand our users’ demographics and their use of Polly’s message delivery capability, we selected 
a sample of user recordings uniformly across time and annotated them as described in chapter: Large 
Scale Deployment. Results are in Table 8-1. 

 Toll Free Caller Paid 

  Count 
 

Count 
 

Annotated recordings 5388 399 

By gender 

Male 4713(87.3%) 359 (90.0%) 

Female 590(10.9%) 26 (6.5%) 

Unclear 93(1.7%) 14 (3.5%) 

By language 

Urdu 1135 (21.1%) 64 (16.0%) 

Punjabi 3480 (64.6%) 194 (48.6%) 

English 23 (0.4%) 4 (1.0%) 

Pushto 703 (13.1%) 100 (25.1%) 

other/mixed 45 (0.8%) 37 (9.3%) 

Table 8-1: User Demographics from annotated recordings 

Demographics and Primary Use from Follow Up Survey 
Table 8-2 summarizes our survey’s results. Out of the 207 survey calls a 106 resulted in useful 
information of some type. Low to low-mid SES people having up to 10 years of education comprised 77% 
of the interviewed users: mostly shopkeepers, fruit sellers, farmers, laborers, carpenters, and craftsmen. 
Another 14% had 11-12 years of education and belonged to medium SES while the remaining 8% had 
more than 16 years of education. Majority of the users belonged to villages or small cities. For heuristic 
mapping of education level to SES, see [8]. 

Total number of survey calls attempted 207 

Number of calls resulting in any information 106 

Number of calls that successfully gathered: 

a. Gender Information 106 

b. Information about primary use 63 

c. Information about use of Polly’s Job Browser 65 
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d. Age Information 60 

e. Literacy/SES information 70 

Primary Use 

 Fun Utility both 

Among the 63 users 34 17 12 

Gender 

Male 98 33 17 12 

Female 8 1 Did not 
answer 

Age 

Less than 25 years 30 20 6 3 

25-35 years 22 9 6 5 

More than 35 years 8 2 2 1 

 Highest Education Level Attained, SES 

None, low SES 17 30 14 10 

Primary (5 years), low SES 15 

Matric. (10 years), low-mid SES 23 

Intermediate (12 years) , mid SES 9 

University (16 years), high SES 6 3 3 0 

Table 8-2: Results of Survey Calls 
Although around 57% of the respondents had browsed Polly’s Job ads, only a handful reported applying 
for those jobs. This was mostly because the ads were either not of interest to them or they did not trust 
them. Two users claimed that their friends got jobs through Polly, but we were unable to verify this. 

The respondents who described their primary use of Polly as “fun” gave examples like making prank calls 
to friends, hello-hi/random messages, poetry and even browsing job ads as a pastime. More serious 
users defined Polly as a voice messaging system that they use to send occasion (holiday, birthday) 
greetings, to request a call-back, to know a friend’s whereabouts or to browse and apply for jobs. Four 
blind users defined Polly as an “alternative to text messaging” and praised it profusely. Females were 
mostly reluctant/shy to talk. 

Cost vs. Spread – RCTs and the Quota Experiments 
With an outgoing call airtime cost of $0.023/min, and with each interaction lasting an average of 3 
minutes, at its peak Polly was costing us some $400/day in airtime alone. A variety of mechanisms can 
eventually be used to offset this cost, including banner ads, carrier revenue sharing agreements, and 
content-providing sponsors. However, in the current experiment, one of our goals was to test how far 
we can reduce our airtime costs directly while maintaining the system’s viral spread. We view our 
ongoing airtime expense as simply the cost of reaching new users, and are interested in strategies that 
maximize the cost-effectiveness of that investment. We are also interested in understanding how the 
airtime cost structure affects our target users’ behavior. 

We did not want to eliminate the toll-free option because that would have biased the user base away 
from low socioeconomic users, who are our prime target. We also avoid a reliance on SMS messages, so 
as not to deter low-literate users. Instead, we experimented with imposing daily quotas on the number 
of toll-free calls for each user (based on their caller id).  

One of the benefits of a large-volume, dynamically controlled system such as ours is the ability to run 
randomized controlled trials (RCTs). Our first goal was to avoid subsidizing high-volume users, and to 
nudge them towards a caller-paid model. The main research questions asked here were: 
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1. How much can we reduce our airtime charges (our main operating expense) while maintaining system 
activity and spread, and how? Sub-question: What partial subsidy scheme may induce people to 
contribute their own funds to the airtime cost? 

2. Is Polly compelling enough for people to spend their own money on it, at least sometimes? 

 
Figure 8-1: Daily caller-paid calls 

In our first RCT (“Q7”) we targeted users who called Polly more than 7 times a day. Once a user 
attempted to call Polly for the 8th time on the same day, they were alternately assigned to the quota-
restricted group or to a control group (and retained that assignment indefinitely). A user in the quota-
restricted group, on their 8th daily call to Polly, was told that they exhausted their subsidy for that day, 
and invited to call Polly on the caller-paid line, where their call would be picked up immediately and 
their scheduled deliveries would also receive absolute priority. This was a substantial “perk” because 
users often complained of delays in receiving call-backs and in delivery of messages, due to long queues, 
especially at the peak evening hours. Subsequent calls by this user on that day to the toll-free number 
were not answered. Users in the control group were not restricted. We ran this experiment from May 21 
through July 30. Results (shown only for the 1,115 high-volume users who were new to Polly during this 
period) are in Figure 8-2. Activity on the caller-paid (namely, unsubsidized airtime) line is shown in 
Figure 8-1. We can see that the quota indeed reduced toll-free usage by the restricted group, and 
caused sporadic activity on the caller-paid line. However, the differences from the control group 
vanished after a week: it appears that most high-volume users reduced their activity substantially within 
a few days even without the quota. 
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Figure 8-2: Experiment with a quota of 7 toll-free calls/day 

Our next experiment was to more severely restrict toll-free usage, to a maximum of 3 calls/day, for 
everyone. We hypothesized that on the first few days of using Polly, a user is likely to send their 
messages mostly to new people, but that on subsequent days they are more likely to request deliveries 
to the same recipients. We therefore randomized users into three arms: those on whom the 3/day 
quota was imposed immediately (“Q3D0”), those on whom it was imposed starting on their second day 
(“Q3D1”, having one day of unrestricted toll-free use of Polly), and those on whom the quota was 
imposed starting on their third day (“Q3D2”, 2 unrestricted days). This experiment was run from July 31 
through August 16. Results (shown only for the 486 users who were new to Polly during this period and 
who attempted to make a 4th daily call) are in Figure 8-3. The quota reduced activity during the first few 
days, as expected. Also of note, there was no significant difference among the behaviors of users from 
various quota arms once the grace period (in which the users are allowed unlimited daily toll-free calls) 
expired. (Note: “the number of calls per day” appear to exceed the quota because it also includes the 
one call during which the quota announcement was played). 

 
Figure 8-3: Experimenting with a quota of 3 toll-free calls/day 

Regretfully, the introduction of Q3 required a software platform upgrade, resulting in frequent system 
crashes (and a sharp drop in all activity) from which we recovered gradually over the following 10 days 
(“SF4” in Table S1). We therefore cannot measure the short-term impact of the Q3 quota on overall 
activity level, but we observe that after 10 days activity fully recovered, thanks to a constant supply of 
new users, and supporting our hypothesis that activity is only limited by our channel capacity. In 
hindsight, the quick rebound is not surprising, because the few unrestricted days were enough to recruit 
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new users. Note from Figure 6-2 that 40% of calls to Polly took place during a user’s first day of 
interaction, and fully 56% during their first two days.  

Our next experiment, run from August 17 to September 4, was similar but tightened the quota to 2/day, 
with the same 3-arm randomized assignment (Q2D0, Q2D1, Q2D2). Results (shown only for the 1,029 
who were new to Polly during this period and who attempted to make a 3rd daily call) are in Figure 8-4. 
Again, users seem to have quickly adjusted to the new quota regardless of whether it was introduced 
immediately or with delay. Caller-paid calls spiked (Figure 8-1). Thankfully, the system failure (“SF5” in 
Table 6-1) that coincided with this introduction lasted only a day, and overall activity remained high 
(Figure 7-1). 

 
Figure 8-4: Experimenting with quota of 2 toll-free calls/day 

Finally, from September 5 on we have been operating under a 3-arm Q1 experiment (Figure 8-5). This 
time, overall activity level did go down somewhat, although the number of users and number of new 
users (Figure 8-6) did not, achieving the same spread with lower costs. 

 
Figure 8-5: Experimenting with quota of 1 toll-free calls/day 
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Figure 8-6: New users added daily 

Cost and Sustainability – Limiting Free Message Deliveries 
The previous section describes how the number of daily toll-free (“missed call” based) calls to Polly were 
gradually restricted for each user. Once users exceeded their daily quota, they were invited to a caller-
paid phone number, which provided a similar (in fact, slightly enhanced) Polly experience. Although 
more than 4,500 users used the caller-paid line to make more than 12,000 calls, the majority of users 
chose to avoid the call charges by waiting until the following day. 

After limiting toll-free calls to one per user per day, we were still paying for 4,000 calls/day, costing 
nearly $300/day in airtime alone. We did not want to eliminate toll-free calls altogether, because we did 
not want to lose the lower-SES users, who are our primary target. Upon further analysis, we found that 
of the 4,000 Polly-paid daily calls, some 60% were interactions initiated by users, and 40% were message 
deliveries – calls initiated by Polly to deliver previously scheduled messages to their recipients. To 
further reduce costs, we focused on message delivery calls. We wanted to test how willing people will 
be to pay call charges in order to retrieve messages sent to them by friends. We therefore replaced the 
original model with one where the recipient is just notified that a message has been recorded for him 
and that he may call our caller-paid line to listen to it. The caller-paid line was then modified to add the 
following functionality: 

a. When an experienced user calls, if they have any messages waiting Polly informs them of their 
number and prompts them to choose between listening to them and going directly to 
interacting with Polly. 

b. When an inexperienced user calls, if they have any messages waiting Polly informs them of their 
number and starts playing them one-by-one. After each message it prompts the user to choose 
between continuing to listen to messages and switching to normal interaction with Polly. 

A user is considered experienced if he has interacted with Polly at least three times before. Messages 
that have been skipped are retained for future retrieval. Job-related calls were not affected and were 
always delivered at our expense. 

We send message notifications using SMS and optionally short voice follow-up calls. We conducted this 
experiment in three phases: 

SMS-only notification 

Under this experiment, an SMS was sent to the intended recipient of a message immediately upon its 
scheduling, briefly informing him that a message has been recorded for him, listing the sender’s phone 
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number and Polly’s caller-paid number for retrieval. A total of 7,893 such SMSs were sent during this 
stage of the experiment, which resulted in 514 (merely 6.5%) caller-paid retrieval calls. Of note, 57% of 
these calls were made within one hour of the SMS delivery, and 85% were made within 24 hours. 

SMS notification with a 24-hour voice follow-up 

We conducted this as a two arm randomized controlled trial. Out of all the SMS notifications that did not 
result in retrievals within 24 hours, half were randomly chosen for sending voice-call reminders. Polly 
called each of these intended recipients and briefly announced that a message is waiting for them, 
playing the sender’s name in their own recorded voice, and explaining that, to listen to the messages, 
the receiver needs to call back the number from which they were just called (which was the caller-paid 
line). The main motivation for voice call reminders was to help recipients who may not have understood 
the SMS, perhaps due to lack of literacy. Also, with voice alerts the user was not required to type any 
numbers to access their messages, but could simply call back using their mobile phone’s history. 
During the period of this trial, 4.7% of the delivered SMS alerts triggered retrievals within 24 hours, and 
hence were not assigned to any arm. Of the remaining messages, 2,693 were randomly assigned to SMS 
only (the control arm), out of which 26 (0.96%) were eventually retrieved. We attempted voice 
reminders for the other 2,681 messages, resulting in 113 retrievals. So, the message pickup rate of the 
treatment group was 4.2% vs. 0.96% for the control group, with an estimated effect size of 4.2%-0.96% = 
3.24%, a relative increase of 57% in the retrieval rate. 

Of note, among those who responded to the voice calls by retrieving their message, new users were 
somewhat over-represented (40% vs. their 32% share of all recipients), suggesting that unfamiliarity and 
lack of reading/comprehension skills are a factor in failing to retrieve messages. 

SMS notification with a 1 hour voice follow-up 

This was also conducted as a two arm RCT, very similar to the previous one, except that voice call 
reminders were sent 1 hour after SMS delivery. During the period of this trial, 3.5% of the delivered SMS 
alerts triggered retrievals within one hour, and hence were not assigned to any arm. Of the remaining 
messages, 868 were randomly assigned to the SMS-only (control) arm, out of which 21 (2.4%) were 
subsequently retrieved. We attempted voice reminders for the other 880 messages, resulting in 61 
retrievals. The message pickup rate of the treatment group was therefore 6.9% vs. 2.4% for the control 
group, with an estimated effect size of 6.9% - 2.4% = 4.5%, a relative increase of 63% in the retrieval 
rate. 

Summary and Discussion 
Our third experimental goal of the large scale deployment in Lahore was to use Polly as an experimental 
test bed to answer questions about demographics and about spread vs. cost. Regarding demographics, 
we find that Polly is used predominantly but not entirely by men, who are predominantly young or 
middle-aged. This was also observed in Polly’s 2011 test deployment, and is what led us to select job 
advertisements as our first development-focused service. Unlike in 2011, we find that Polly has spread 
significantly into the mid-SES and even high-SES populations.  

Usage over time is marked by rapidly declining interest among most users. This was expected given the 
unchanging nature of the entertainment, although interestingly a still significant number of people 
continue to use Polly for many weeks and months. Usage grew exponentially because every user spread 
the system to more than one new user on average. Since the target population is measured in the tens 
or hundreds of millions, volume will grow exponentially for quite a long time, limited only by the 
system's carrying capacity. Nonetheless, without significant long-term use eventually activity will indeed 
decline. In the short term, we are working to increase repeat usage by varying the entertainment 
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content. In the long term, we believe the utility components will draw the users back. We see the 
entertainment component mostly as a method to spread awareness of the system and train the users in 
speech-based services, not as a steady-state standalone service in its own right. Additionally, when a 
new service is added, Polly can call some of its past users and introduce them to it, re-starting a viral 
spread. 

The large volume of users allowed us to use randomized controlled trials to answer some questions 
regarding users’ cost-sensitivity. A high daily quota on user-paid calls did not reduce expenses much. 
When faced with a lower quota, most users chose not to use their own money to make calls that they 
would otherwise have made. This can be demonstrated by comparing the average call volume (user-paid 
and toll-free) of people in the quota-restricted arm to that of people in the control arm. Nonetheless, 
the total volume of user-paid calls is evidence that at least some people were willing to pay some of the 
time. During the last week of our reporting period, toll-free calls averaged 2,200/day, whereas caller-
paid calls averaged a mere 160/day. It is possible that, once a service is introduced as toll-free, people 
would always be reluctant to pay for it. We are planning to test this hypothesis by deploying a pure 
caller-paid system in a new geographic location. We also found that restricting high-volume users does 
not stymie spread, as measured by the number of new users added (Figure 8-6). 

Anecdotally, quite a few of the user-paid recordings contain strongly worded complaints and even 
curses regarding the quota. Apparently, people are willing to pay for the service in order to vent their 
anger at the need to pay for the service. 

Limitations of the study: Randomized controlled trials are potentially confounded by offline 
communication among friends. 
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9.  Behavior Analysis of the Users of Polly  

Chapter Abstract 
This chapter describes a follow up study done with the help of Haohan Wang and Yibin Lin [34]. The 
interaction data gathered from the 165,000 users of Polly, who interacted with the system by telephone 
over 636,000 times, was studied to find behavior patterns. We discovered that, with experience, users 
respond faster to menus (using more barge-in) and make fewer mistakes and abortive attempts. We 
also studied how users’ choice of activity evolved over time, and found that with experience users show 
an increasing interest in message sending, become more explorative of the system’s capabilities, and 
better adapt themselves to its constraints. Many new users seem to arrive with some preexisting 
knowledge of Polly’s functionality, presumably through some back-channel information from their 
friends. Long-term users engage in lengthier calls from the start, and take a more active interest in voice 
modification and forwarding features. 

Revisiting the User Interface 
Polly has two major features. It is a voice messaging service as well as a job market.  

The most common way to contact Polly is via a “missed-call” mechanism which shifts the airtime cost to 
the system. A user calls Polly’s phone number (a “Call-Me-Back” request), and Polly immediately hangs 
up the call. Shortly afterwards, Polly calls the user to start the interaction.  

Once a user is connected with Polly, they are prompted to record a short voice message, limited to 15 
seconds, and can opt to terminate the recordings before that by pressing the # button. Polly then 
applies its first voice modification to the recorded message (raising its pitch, thereby creating a male-to-
female effect) and plays it back to the user. At this point the user arrives at the Main Menu, which gives 
him the following choices: 

1. “To re-record, press 0” (re-record a voice message, and return to main menu). This option is 
removed from the main-menu after the user chooses to forward the recorded voice to a friend. 

2. “To repeat, press 1” (replay the manipulated voice message, and return to main menu) 
3. “To forward (the manipulated recording) to friends, press 2” (navigate to the forwarding menu) 
4. “To try another effect, press 3” (play another voice modification effect, and return to main 

menu) 
5. “To listen to job ads for free, press 5” (navigate to the job browsing menu, from which the main 

menu is no longer reachable) 
6. “To provide feedback by recording comments and suggestions about the system, press 8” (only 

available from the user’s 5th call onwards) 

Note in particular that the user is prompted to record a short audio message, and then presented with a 
manipulated version of their recording -- all before he is presented with any action choices, including 
access to the job ads. This is because we view the entertainment aspect of Polly as crucial to achieving 
viral spread.  

If the user chose to forward a message to friends, they are prompted to enter the phone number of 
their first friend, and then to confirm it. They are then prompted to record their name and their friend's 
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name. This is repeated for any number of friends desired, after which they are returned to the Main 
Menu. 

Polly only allows one voice message to be forwarded in one call, although it can be forwarded to 
multiple friends. The “re-record” option goes away when the user navigates back to main menu after 
the forwarding menu. 

In the Job Ads menu, users can browse, listen to and forward job information to their friends. However, 
they cannot return to the Main Menu. 

In any of the Polly menus, if a user presses an invalid button (defined as a button that is not allowed in 
that menu), Polly will play the menu options again.  

Barge-in (pressing a button before the menu finished being played out) is allowed in all Polly menus. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 
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(c) 

Figure 9-1: Prevalence of barge-in by user experience level. (a) for pressing 3 (next voice effect); (b) for 
pressing 5 (listen to job ads); (c) for any button. Horizontal bars correspond to binned values. 

Improvement In Users’ Interaction Skill 
Since most of Polly’s users were low literate, many of them may not have been familiar with speech 
interfaces prior to their interaction with Polly. In this section, we investigate if users’ skill at interacting 
with our system improves as they gain experience with the dialog interface. 

We focused on users’ interactions with the first (main) menu of Polly. A user’s menu-interaction is the 
process from hearing the menu options to pressing any button, hanging up, or a timeout (which only 
happens after the menu is played a second and then a third time). There may be none to several menu-
interactions within one call. We analyzed 934,742 main-menu interactions from 292,951 calls during 
which there was at least one main-menu interaction. These calls were made by a total of 50,414 users, 
assuming that each phone number corresponds to a single, distinct user. We investigated users’ 
interaction skill by tracking the prevalence of three phenomena: barge-in, invalid button presses, and 
unsuccessful forwarding attempts.  

Barge-in Behavior 

Barge-in, in speech interface terminology, occurs when a user interrupts a menu by pressing a button 
before the instructions end. It often happens when a user is familiar with the speech interface and 
needs fewer or no reminders.  

We analyzed the changes in barge-in behavior as one indication of learning by the users. We tracked the 
prevalence of barge-in as users’ experience level increases. Figure 9-1 shows the fraction of barge-in as a 
function of user experience level, separately for button 3 (“next voice effect”), button 5 (“go to job ads 
menu”) and for any button. Here, user experience level is defined as the number of times that user 
encountered the same menu and made the same choice, before the current interaction. Whenever 
there were fewer than 100 such interactions at a particular experience level, we combined (binned) the 
data with the next higher experience level (horizontal bars). This tended to happen only at the higher 
experience levels. 

We observe that barge-in prevalence increases with experience in all three categories, with a roughly 
logarithmic growth rate in the range studied. Fitting a logarithmic regression line results in y = 0.075 
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logx+0.58 for (a); y = 0.074 logx+0.19 for (b); and y = 0.10 logx+0.11 or (c). Thus the “learning curve” 
appears to be steeper for pressing button 3 (next voice effect, which is often repeated multiple times in 
order to reach the desired voice effect) than for button 5 (going to the job ads menu, which never 
returns to the main menu and hence can only be done once per call). 

 

Figure 9-2: Prevalence of invalid buttons presses as function of user experience. Horizontal bars 
correspond to binned values. 

 

Figure 9-3: Prevalence of unsuccessful forwarding attempts as function of user experience. Horizontal 
bars correspond to binned values. 

Invalid Selections 

People can respond very quickly to voice instructions, but about 0.8% of all button presses in our data 
were invalid (not one of the offered choices). We studied how the frequency of these invalid selections 
changed as users’ experience with the system increased. We continued to focus on the main menu of 
Polly. Figure 9-2 tracks the fraction of invalid selections as function of user experience. Whenever there 
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were fewer than 1000 total button presses at a given experience level, we combined (binned) the data 
with the next larger experience level. The (negative) logarithmic regression line suggests a very mild 
improvement rate, contrary to our expectations. 

Complex Functions 

Perhaps the most complex function available from the main menu is “forward your recording to friends” 
(button 3). Forwarding requires a user to key in a receiver’s phone number, to listen to the number 
being read back and press a button to confirm it (or else re-key the phone number), to record the 
sender name (for first recipient only), to record the receiver’s name, and then to repeat the process for 
a an additional recipient or else indicate that there are no more recipients. This requires more 
interactions with the system than any other choices. As a result, there were numerous attempts to 
forward a message that failed.  

Here, we focused on the interactions in which forwarding was requested. We binned the data as before 
to achieve a minimum of 1000 forward attempts per bin. Figure 9-3 shows how the fraction of 
unsuccessful forwarding attempts changes as user experience increases. The (negative) logarithmic 
regression line (Y = -0.014logx+0.12) shows good agreement with the data. There is significant 
improvement even after more than 20 successful interactions. 

Caveat 

The analyses in this section were based on a very large number of interactions, which was made possible 
by combining the interaction data of many users, most of whom were short-term users, but many of 
whom were long-term users. Because of that, the analysis confounded true learning by any one user 
with differences between the different user types (short-term vs. long- term). It is reasonable to suspect 
that long-term users may tend to be more adept at using IVR system to start with. To isolate this effect, 
in the next section we study the experience-dependent behavior of specific, controlled user groups. 

Usage Change with Experience 
In this section, we analyze specific sets of users and explore changes in their usage patterns as a function 
of their experience with Polly. To simplify things, we continue to concentrate on the main menu 
interactions only. We define an interaction with the main menu as the response of a user when faced 
with this menu: pressing any of the valid or invalid buttons, failing to press any button, or hanging up. 
We define user experience as the number of Polly calls this user experienced prior to the current call. 

First Main Menu Interaction in a Call 

For the analysis in this subsection, we focused on the first 30 calls of the 1,523 users who experienced at 
least that many calls. Our analysis is thus based on 45,690 calls. During these calls, these users 
interacted with the main menu on average 3.4 times per call, but here we look only at the first main 
menu interaction of each call. 

Figure 9-4 depicts user responses when encountered with the main menu for the first time in a call, as a 
function of their experience (number of prior calls). The most striking finding is that, some 35%-50% of 
the time, users’ very first chosen action in a call is to forward their recorded message (by pressing 2). 
Even on their very first interaction with Polly (their very first call), 35% of users jump straight to 
forwarding, without exploring any other options. We believe this may be indicative of preexisting 
knowledge of Polly’s functionality among new users through a “back channel”. This occurs when a new 
user of Polly gets informed about Polly and its use by a friend via means other than Polly itself (see 
discussion in section 4.1). In fact, we have anecdotal evidence in the recorded messages that some of 
Polly’s users inform their friends about Polly and even give them basic usage tips before sending them a 
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Polly message or giving them Polly’s phone number. An early jump to delivery even by new users also 
suggests that Polly has a reputation as a "voice messaging system". 

 

Figure 9-4: User response when encountered with the main menu for the first time in a call, among 
1,523 long-term users 

An increase in the use of forwarding indicates users’ growing interest in this feature. This increase is 
accompanied by a corresponding decrease in the use of keys 0 (rerecord) and 1 (repeat). The repeat and 
rerecord functions are used a lot in the initial few calls. Our annotators were able to find two main 
reasons for this behavior: a) many users find it hard to compress their complete message in the 15 
seconds allowed for recording, so they have to retry a few times; b) users play with the voice 
modifications by repeatedly recording themselves and listening to their modified voice, sometimes even 
playing out loud the modifications to family or friends around them. An increase in the use of key 3 (next 
voice modification) supports the latter hypothesis and also indicates users’ increasing interest in 
exploring Polly’s features. However, there can be a second reason behind this: some users prefer to 
send their voice using a particular voice modification, or even completely unmodified. As the 
unmodified voice is offered in the fourth place among other modifications, key 3 must be repeated 
pressed in order to reach it. The use of key 5 also gradually drops over the initial few calls. The frequent 
use of keys 2 and 5 may indicate that Polly is perceived by long-term users primarily as a “message 
sending” or “job ad browsing” system. 

All Main Menu Interactions 

In this section we compare the usage pattern of different types of users. The user types are defined in 
terms of the overall number of calls made by each user (feature 1 in Section 4). In the following 
subsections, we further define and analyze these user sets. 

Short-term users 
We define our short-term set as the 2,701 users who stopped using Polly after exactly 5 calls (we chose 
5 because we were hoping this is a large enough number to observe trends). In this set, users 
encountered the main menu on average 3.09 times per call. Figure 9-5-a shows, at each experience 
level, the average per-user number of responses of each response type. 

The most common user responses are keys 2 (forward) and 3 (next effect), both of which initially 
increase. The number of forwards starts decreasing slightly from the second call while the number of 
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”next effect” choices decreases after the fourth call, before all these users stopped using the system 
altogether after 5 calls. Use of “rerecord” and “repeat” also show a decreasing trend. The prevalence of 
“switch to job ads” option is low and gently decreasing . Note that once a user chose to switch to the job 
ads menu, they cannot return to the main menu, so there can be at most one such response per call, 
and the average number of such responses corresponds to the fraction of calls that end up in the jobs 
menu. 

Intermediate-term users 
We define the intermediate-term set as the 1,862 users who stops using Polly after exactly 10 or exactly 
11 calls. We lumped the two experience levels together to arrive at a large enough sample, comparable 
to the short-term set (while we do not show the error bars, the large samples guarantees that changes 
of 0.1 are statistically significant). These users had encountered the main menu on average 3.15 times 
per call. Figure 9-5-b shows, at each experience level, the average per-user number of responses of each 
response type. 

We find that the most prominent of user responses are again keys 2 (forward) and 3 (next effect). 
However, as compared to the short-term users over the same range of 5 initial calls, activity not only 
begins at a higher level but also climbs higher. While the average number of ’next effect’ choices 
continues to climb until the experience level of 7 calls, the number of forwards starts showing a decline 
much sooner. Finally, use of both these options declines during the last two calls. Use of rerecord and 
repeat is very similar to that of the short-term users during the initial five calls. The option to switch to 
job ads declines gradually as in the short-term case, but here we can see the trend persisting through 
the users’ 10th (and last) call. 

 

(a) Short-term users (2,701 users who stopped interacting with 
Polly after exactly 5 calls) 
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(b) Intermediate-term users (1,862 users who stopped 
interacting with Polly after exactly 10 or 11 calls) 

 

(c) Long-term users (1,523 users who continued interacting 
with Polly for 30 calls or more) 

Figure 9-5: Average per-user number of responses of each response type in main menu, as function of 
user experience. 

Long-term users 
Finally, we define the long-term set as those 1,523 users who continued using Polly for 30 calls or more 
(we also studied separately the 508 “very long-term users” with 50 calls or more (not shown), but did 
not find any significant changes in their behavior past the experience level of 30). Users in the long-term 
set, during their first 30 calls, encountered the main menu on average 3.4 times per call. This is the same 
set of users that was studied in section 6.1. Figure 9-5-c shows, at each experience level, the average 
per-user number of responses of each response type.  

Once again the most prominent of user responses are keys 2 (forward) and 3 (next effect). The 
prevalence of these two choices is higher than in the intermediate-term users over the same range of 10 
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initial calls. The prevalence of “next effect” climbs up more steeply during the first 10 calls, and then 
continues to climb till the end. It should be noted that not all users of this group stopped using Polly 
after 30 calls; therefore we don’t see the usual tapering off of the number of “next effect” choices 
towards the end. 

The increase in the use of “next effect” with experience may due to users who (1) are exploring different 
voice modifications; and/or (2) are looking for a particular voice modification. We have anecdotal 
evidence about this latter scenario, where we found people telling their friends in delivered messages to 
keep pressing 3 until the voice "clears up", and people complaining that by the time they cycle through 
all effects to reach the unmodified voice (fourth) the call sometimes disconnects, so they had to be 
content with the first modification (male-to-female). Also, a common feedback request was to bring the 
unmodified voice to the first position. 

The prevalence of forwarding is more or less stable after the initial 10 calls. Use of “rerecord” and 
“repeat” shows no major differences from intermediate-term users during the first 10 calls, and 
continues its gradual decline afterwards. The prevalence of switching to job ads shows the same initial 
decline as in the intermediate set, but then stabilizes or even begins to rise. 

 

Figure 9-6: Average call complexity as function of user experience for short-term (N=2,701), 
intermediate-term (N=1,862) and long-term users (N=1,523). 

Overall, we find that the most frequently used keys are 2 (forward) and 3 (next effect), and that long 
term users not only start out using these options more times, but also continue to increase their use of 
“next effect” over time. In all cases “rerecord” and “repeat” are used more in the beginning (presumably 
to calibrate to the 15 second limitation, and to share the fun with nearby friends, respectively) and their 
use declines as user experience increases. 

Early Differences in Call Complexity 

By aggregating the different response types in the graphs of Figure 9-5, we can compare the overall call 
complexity (number of menu interactions) of the different user sets at similar levels of experience 
(Figure 9-6). 

We observe that short-term users tend to make the shortest, simplest calls (with fewest main menu 
interactions) throughout their entire “life span” (first five calls). Similarly, intermediate-term users make 
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significantly simpler calls than long-term users throughout their own “life span” (first 10 calls). Put 
another way, users who make simpler calls are more likely to stop using the system sooner. Thus call 
complexity can be useful in predicting user dropout, which can then be acted upon in a variety of ways. 

Another striking observation is the persistent pattern of steep rise in call complexity from the first to the 
third call, followed by an equally steep decline to the sixth call. Since the three user sets are large and 
mutually exclusive, we believe this represents a real and persistent phenomenon, although we are not 
sure how to explain it. 
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10.  Network Analysis of Polly 
(Collaborative Work) 

To be added in the final thesis. 
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11.  Reproducibility: Deployment in a 
Second Country 

To be added in the final thesis. 
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12.  Future Plans: Impact and Long-Term 
Sustainability 

Chapter Abstract 
Polly’s spread in Pakistan led to a lot of media attention that resulted in some interesting collaboration 
and funding opportunities. One such opportunity that promises sustainable impact is a collaborative 
project to improve access to skill training and employment opportunities for marginalized people using 
automated voice interaction systems in Punjab, Pakistan. Being funded by GIZ, this project is 
collaboration between Information Technology University, Prof. Roni Rosenfeld (my advisor) and Punjab 
Vocational Training Council (PVTC). This chapter describes the proposed project. 

Project Objectives 

The Primary objective of the project is to develop an automated voice interaction system that would 
offer: 

1. access to Employment Opportunities,  

2. access to Skill Training Opportunities,  

3. and access to Financing Opportunities (through time-barred training voucher scheme) 

for the socially, economically or geographically marginalized segments of the society (including the 
handicapped) who predominantly use featured / dumb phone. 

The project will also bring together various key stakeholders of vocational training entities, industrial 
bodies, technology agencies and SME networks to create synergy between them in order to improve the 
efficacy of skill training and employment creation by creating linkages and providing data for effective 
policy development and implementation. 

Our concrete objective is to benefit, within the initial 18 month period, over 50,000 poor people from 
under-served populations (women, minorities, low-literate and/or remote), by registering and 
connecting them to skills training and employment opportunities; and to further benefit a subset of 
3300 of them, who will additionally receive financial incentives in the form of vouchers for appropriate 
skill training programs. 

Beneficiaries and Location of Project 

The primary beneficiaries would be semi-illiterate or illiterate, socially, economically or geographically 
marginalized, physically disabled, unskilled and unemployed people who have access to at least a dumb 
/ featured phone. The direct beneficiaries of the project will be the people who gain employment 
through the use of our system and those who will have access to training opportunities and skill 
development in their vicinity. The primary focus in on the province of Punjab and the pilot will be 
launched in Lahore. But later the project can be scaled up to cater for the entire Pakistan with relatively 
low investment, but that is beyond the scope of current proposal.  

In Pakistan, like most of the developing countries, there has been a rapid increase in the popularity and 
usage of mobile phones and significant growth in the number of phone owners and thus the phone 
users. “The phone users have been defined as ‘people who use a phone, without owning themselves 
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(Tomitsch).” The reason for this increase can be accounted for, by observing the increase in the number 
of GSM providers, and reduction of connection costs and mobile phone costs in Pakistan. 

Pakistan has approximately 5.8 million land line telephones and over 125 million cellular connections 
which are amongst the highest in this region. This kind of coverage through technology provides an 
unprecedented opportunity to innovate new solutions to cater to those people who were traditionally 
inaccessible for such initiatives. A significant fraction of the user base represents people who are 
geographically, economically or socially marginalized. Given such an increase in the use of mobile 
phones, a service based upon using Interactive Voice Response (IVR) for the illiterate, semi-literate or 
illiterate, socially, economically or geographically marginalized people is a step in the right direction to 
empower the people. Since using this service would not require them to own personal computers, or be 
able to read or write text. Usage of this system will enfranchise even those who were not accessible 
through traditional routes. These beneficiaries would be identified through the poverty score card or 
other yardstick defined on the basis of such attributes. The initial focus of the project is Punjab and the 
districts with higher manufacturing and industrial concentration. Thereafter, in the next phase, the 
system will be deployed nation-wide with skill training vouchers available primarily in Punjab for training 
at PVTC’s VTIs.  

Direct Beneficiaries 
Direct beneficiaries would be the under-served populations who were engaged by our system, 
expressed interest in jobs or job skill training, and provided basic geographic and demographic 
information, including location, education, skills, and financial status. In our past experience with Polly, 
some 30% of Polly users engaged with the job opportunities. We conservatively assume that only 5% of 
the total will choose to register with our system and be connected with employment and skill training 
opportunities. Based on the projections of Polly’s Pakistan spread (see section 5 below), this translated 
into 50,000 people. It is important to note that all users of Polly (even those who never choose to 
register) will benefit from it, as they will enjoy free speech-based access to job opportunities, vocational 
skill training opportunities and subsidized skill training opportunities over telephones and mobile 
phones. They can audio-browse these opportunities and opt to register with our system. Our pervious 
project in Pakistan cost us an average of $0.25 per user. Under our current airtime budget these 
numbers are expected to reach up to 1 million users and are only bounded by our systems telephone 
capacity and airtime charges. For these users our database will maintain a record of their phone 
numbers and geographical locations (as provided by our partner Telco). 

Direct Financial Beneficiaries 
Direct financial beneficiaries would be a subset of the registered users, who will be given vouchers 
towards specific skill training appropriate for their location, circumstances and expected job prospects. 
They will be chosen from among the most under-served portions of the population (females, minorities, 
illiterate, rural), with exact criteria to be worked out with PVTC. The vouchers will be time limited: 
unused vouchers will expire, allowing us to offer new ones to other eligible applicants. Therefore, even 
though our budget supports only 3,300 vouchers, we expect to be able to offer them to 5,000—10,000 
eligible under-served users. 

Currently PVTC runs courses primarily aimed at those who have some form of basic education. The 3300 
vouchers that will be supported by the project are to be redeemed through a specially designed course 
by PVTC for illiterate or people have not formal education. 

Other Beneficiaries 
Other beneficiaries of this proposal would be:  
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 Pakistani companies and SMEs as they will have better access to relevance skilled manpower; 

 Pakistani government and PPP bodies as they will have better information about employment 
and skill-training needs and opportunities; and 

 Pakistani technology base via transfer of the underlying technology from the US  

Employment Opportunities for Beneficiaries 

Unemployed and economically, socially or geographically marginalized people would be matched with 
job opportunities. At the same time, these same beneficiaries will also be connected with opportunities 
for training courses that would enhance their subsequent employment opportunities. A qualifying 
subset belonging to most underserved portions of the population will receive free training through the 
training voucher scheme. Registered users would be able to find out about job opportunities on a 
regular basis through their dumb / featured phone, increase their employment prospects. In a nutshell, 
this project will improve access to training and employment opportunities for disenfranchised 
Pakistanis.  

Currently, for the people with formal education and access to the internet there are many web-based 
online job portals as well as newspapers and other resources to search for employment opportunities. 
But no formal system exists for those who do not have that access to internet or newspapers, and 
resources are extremely limited for them. Our system is trying to fill that gap by using an automated 
voice system for delivery and dissemination of such information to those who do not already have 
access to it. It will be accessible to anyone with a simple telephone anywhere in Pakistan.  

Sustainability Strategy 
Once the system development, testing and deployment are completed, the most significant expense to 
remain in steady-state operation is cellular airtime charges for our toll-free numbers. We anticipate 
steady-state traffic averaging 5,000 calls/day, at 3 minutes each, for a total of some 5,475,000 airtime 
minutes/year. These would be covered by a combination of the following sources: 

 Revenue sharing by the cellular carriers (30% is the customary rate for for-profit enterprises that 
generate such high traffic. Non-profits may garner more, perhaps 40%). 

 Cost sharing by the partner organizations, since they will receive significant marketing and 
communication services from the system. 

 Some ongoing subsidy from national and/or provincial depts. of labour. 

 Anticipated global drop in cellular communication costs. 

As a fallback strategy, we can offer some of the services on standard (not toll-free) lines, effectively 
letting the callers bear the airtime charges. Our experience with Polly shows that this reduces activity 
significantly, so we will only do this if necessary. Another strategy we have used successfully is to put a 
quota on the number of toll-free calls available to each caller, and adjust the quota based on our 
budget. For more information, see our publications in http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~Polly . 

In the longer run, we can also establish strategies to make this sustainable, by charging nominal fees 
from the employers once the system has gathered enough mass to create a significant value. A 
mechanism can be developed to offset the costs by using targeted advertisement and charging the 
advertisers to maintain the free accessibility of the system.  

 

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~Polly
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